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Second annual Career Day held
By NANCY K. CERNY
Winonan Staff

Bemidji
In a random telephone survey
at Bemidji State University con`ducted by the student newspaper,
60 percent of the students said they
support the U.S. military build-up
in the Middle East.
In the same poll, 52 percent said
,
, they are satisfied with George Bush
as president. 30 students said they
were satisfied, 24 said they weren't
and 4 were undecided.

Winona State University, in conjunction with Saint Mary's College
(SMC), held its second annual Career
Day Oct. 18 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Fifty-seven local, state and national
companies and organizations gathered at the SMC Fieldhouse to recruit
interns, look for prospective employees and conduct public relations.
WSU Assistant Director of Career
Planning and Placement, Vicki Decker,
said, "We had more employers this
year. We also had more students, based
on traffic flow."
She estimated that more than 400
students attended Career Day.
Companies attended for a variety
of reasons.
Jan Nelson of Wausau Insurance
Company said she attended Career
Day for "informational purposes, for
public relations and to let people know
there are more opportunities than
sales."
American Family Insurance Personnel Representative, Kay Olson, said
that she attended Career Day to
"specifically" look for "claim repre-

Marshall

Many students, companies attend
sentative prospects."
Decker said that Career Day is
advantageous for students because
they get "first-hand responses in a
non-threatening environment."
Decker said that students often
learn more about job-searching by
talking to professionals and not just
reading about it. She said students
"build an awareness" of what to expect when they enter the working
world.
Decker was pleased with students'
attitudes at Career Day.
"Students were approaching employers with really open minds, even
if the employer was not in their major
area," she said.
Director of Career Planning and
Placement at SMC, Kathleen Flanagan,
said that one goal for future career
days is to have "more of a variety of
types of organizations" present.
"We want to appeal to all areas,"
she said.

Flanagan said, "We send out invitations to over 1,000 companies" to
participate in the Career Day.
According to Flanagan, WSU and
SMC have "pooled resources and efforts" together for Career Day and
have built a "strong cooperative relationship between the two colleges."
"It's given us a chance to work
together," she said.
Decker said WSU's placement office follows-up with "direct mail and
telemarketing" to receive feedback for
Career Day next year.
During the day, WSU provided a
shuttle service to SMC, which also
stopped at the College of Saint Teresa
to pick-up those students wishing to
participate in the fair.
Other companies and organizations represented at Career Day included Lee Enterprises, Mayo Clinic,
Winona Area Chamber of Commerce,
Community Memorial Hospital, Norwest, IBM and many others.

Minnesota
of Corr

Southwest State University has
been subsidizing campus day care
for the past two years, but questions and complaints about the
service have arisen on campus.
The cost to the university for the
past two years has been about
$100,000.
The subsidy comes in the form
of free rent and utilities and reimbursement for the contractor.
A community wide designated
driver program, originated by an
SSU student organization, began
recently.
Most local bars and nightclubs
have adopted the program,in which
the person recognized as the designated driver gets free non-alcoholic
drinks all evening.

St. Cloud

Rob H. Skienar/VVinonan Staff
Left: Dave Ellis from the Minnesota Department of correction and his
partner Lcie Stevenson discuss career options with seniors Jeri Schmitz
and Sheila Lambie. Right: Senior mass communication major Karen
Tan examines materials at the Foot Locker booth.
I

Open commencement forum held,
but student participation meager

Two nationally-known outspoken debaters will debate tonight at
St. Cloud. State University.
Timothy Leary, advocate of free
speech and drug use, and G. Gordon Liddy, best known for his role
with the Republican party during
Watergate, will participate in a debate entitled, "The state of the mind By REBECCA A. GEHRTS
News Editor
versus the mind of the state."
A bomb threat in a classroom
building last Friday at SCSU canceled classes.
The threat was made through
an anonymous telephone call
around noon. The caller said a bomb
would explode in Stewart Hall
around 2 p.m.
The police have not caught the
caller yet.

Weather

Although student complaints
about graduation commencement
have been common in the past few
years, few students took advantage of
a chance to voice their concerns recently.
The commencement committee
held an open forum Oct. 16. All students were invited to attend and give
their input for this year's commencement plans.
According to Tom Grier, one
member of the committee, more than
50 chairs were set up in anticipation of

a large student turnout. However, only
two students showed up for the meeting,
Penny Gresham, dean of academic
services and enrollment management,
chairs the committee. She said she
was surprised at the meager turnout.
"I was just disappointed," she said.
"Students always have complaints
after the plans are already made. This
was a chance for them to help in
making those plans."
She said the forum was well publicized.
She said, "We told students last
year that we would set up a forum this
year."

"It may be too early for many students to get excited
(about graduation). Nevertheless, we have to start
making plans."
Penny Gresham
In addition, the forum was advertised this year as well, said Gresham.
A notice was printed in the Winonan
two consecutive weeks prior to the
meeting and nearly 200 posters were
displayed around campus.
"We put posters on bulletin boards
in all of the buildings," Gresham said.

Sunny skies
High around 52
Low in low 30s

By BECKY MILTON
Winonan Staff

Faster computing, more terminals,
and Minnesota's new immunization
law are shortening lines during preregistration.
Winona State University doubled
the speed of each terminal and added
two new terminals for winter quarter's
preregistration, being held this week.
Although there are only three sta-

Thursday: Little or no precip
High in lower 50s
Low in upper 20s
Weekend: Warming trend
High in upper 60s
Low in upper 30s

Chicago
Today:

Partly sunny
High around 55
Low at 38

Thursday: Drier
High in upper 50s
Low in 30s
Weekend: Gradual warming trend
High in 60s
Low in high 30s to 40

See Commencement, page 6

Registration is
speedy process

Winona/Cities
Today:

She said one possible reason for
the low turnout was that many students aren't thinking about graduation
yet.
"It may be too early for many students to get excited (about graduation)," she said. "Nevertheless, we

have to start making plans."
Michelle Bellis, a senior public administration major, was one of the
two students present at the forum.
She also was surprised at the low
number of students there.
"I thought there were going to be a
lot more people there," she said. "I felt
bad. I thought it was important that
more students should have been
there."

T. M. Pletz/Wnonan Staff

Shorter registration lines have been attributed to several factors,including the new immunization law.

tions this quarter, each station has two
terminals.
Academic computing also increased the number of bytes per second from 4,800 to 9;600, which makes
sending and receiving information
from St. Cloud much faster, WSU
Registrar Stewart Shaw said. The data
will come to the printer much faster.
"It's made the whole system
quicker," Carol Nelson, computer
worker for the registrar's office, said.
Students seem to agree.

"It seemed a lot faster,"Jennifer
Cuhel, junior elementary education
major, said.
Rob Rubin, an undeclared freshman, agreed.
"It'sbetter than the old system with
all those cards," he said.
Also added last spring was•a program to insure students will register
during the time allotted for them.
"The computer knows how many
credits each person has and will not
registerhim until the right time," Shaw
said.
One thing the new computers
couldn't help with was filling out
immunization records.
Last Friday 2,514 students still had
not turned in their immunization records and had holds on their records.
Holds are marked on students'
Personal Data Forms (PDF). The com-

See Registration, page 7
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Briefs
New dietitian hired at health services
A new dietitian has been
hired in Winona State
University's student health
service. Brenda Koth began
seeing students Oct 2.
Koth has extensive experience in dietary counseling.
As health and fitness director
for The Company Store, she
has counseled individuals
concerning all areas of health
and nutrition including cholesterol, weight control, pregnancy and eating disorders.
In addition to one-on-one
counseling, Koth has developed educational packets,
taught nutrition and exercise
classes and used computers
to analyze dietary needs and
generate personalized diets
to meet individuals' goals of
health and nutrition.
She has also conducted Brenda Koth
several nutrition workshops
for athletes and has provided nutrition counseling for athletes in all sports.
Appointments with Koth may be scheduled on Tuesdays and Thursdays at the health service, (507) 457-5160.

Board adopts quality initiatives
of the Blue Ribbon Commission
By SUSAN KLANN
Special to the Winonan

Now it's up to the universities

On Oct. 17 the Minnesota State
University System (MSUS) Board
accepted all seven of the quality indicators that the Blue Ribbon Commission had assessed for quality and accessibility in the seven state universities.
The Board directed each university to develop specific plans for enhancing its quality, consistent with
the seven indicators, by May of 1991.
The commission's report, entitled
"Q-7: Quality on the Line," was submitted to the Board on Sept.17. Among
its recommendations were increased
entrance requirements for incoming
freshmen and tougher graduation
requirements of university students.
Its recommended entrance requirements included a college preparatory
curriculum in high schools that includes writing, mathematics, science,

foreign language, history, art, geography and international as well as multicultural skills.
The Board authorized a task force
to develop specific ways these new
entrance requirements can be put into
effect by the 1994 academic year.
At the university level, a supervised field experience, thesis paper
and community service project will
also be required as a result of action
taken at the Board meeting last
Wednesday.
With these changes, more state
funding will be needed.
In its response to the Q-7 report,
the MSUS Board reported that state
university enrollment has increased
by more than 30 percent, yet state
funding has increased only 17 percent.

The Board intends to correct this
discrepancy by limiting the number
of students so that resources can be
allocated on a per student basis.
The Board said this is the only way
to achieve the commission's goal of
"continuous improvement," the
commission's definition of quality.
Currently, Minnesota state universities are open to as many students
who qualify. This has led to sdecreased
financial aid per person and decreased
quality of higher education.
Winona State University President
Darrel Krueger, said, "Any student
should be able to come to Winona
State, but he deserves a quality education when he gets here."
Krueger disagreed with Minnesota
State University Student Association
(MSUSA)PresidentJim Stigman, who

believes that state universities have
become the "second chance" for a
higher education since the University
of Minnesota strictly limited its enrollment.
Krueger said that these Q-7 report
measures were needed now in order
to keep quality education available to
all Minnesota residents.
These goals of quality and accessibility will be supported by other actions taken by the Board. The Board
also asked university presidents to
provide progress and goal reports at the next MSUSA Board meeting in
February.
A task force was also appointed by
Chancellor Robert L. Carothers to
develop policy and procedure recommendations for the growing number
of non-traditional students.
Such students enter the state university system from community and
technical colleges, as well from the
work force and military.

Wednesday Special

Wellness/Exercise program offered
Do you have high cholesterol? Are you hypertensive or overweight?
Are you a smoker? Have you experienced chest pain or shortness ofbrea th
during exertion? Does heart disease run in your family? Exercise could
help.
Exercise has proven valuable in attaining a healthy lifestyle, and WSU
is offering an exercise program open and free to the public.
The program is administered through the new exercise science major at
the university.
The following classes will be offered:
• Morning aerobic walking program
6:30 to 7:30 a.m., Monday, Wednesday, Friday
•Morning water aerobic program
6:30 to 7:30 a.m., Monday, Wednesday, Friday
• Noon aerobic dance (low/high impact)
Monday, Wednesday, Friday
• Evening aerobic walking program
4:30 to 5:30 p.m., Monday, Wednesday, Thursday
For more information contact WSU's cardiac rehabilitation unit at 4575208.
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Essay Contest entries being accepted
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The foundation forEconomic Education, Inc. is holding its annual Essay
Contest. The theme is "A World Without Walls: Prospects for freedom in
Eastern Europe and China."
Essays should present the positive moral case for a free society. The
college division is open to college students 23-years-old or younger. Essays
may not exceed 2,500 words and must be postmarked on or before January
15, 1991.
Prizes in the college division are $1,500 for first, $1,000 for second and
$500 for third.
For further information call (914) 591-7230.

Mon - Wed 4pm-1 am
Thurs - Sat 4pm-2am
Sunday 4pm-1 2am

Holocaust posters displayed
As part of the WSU Lyceum Committee's Holocaust Remembrance
series, 20 historic posters are on display in the lobby of Maxwell Library.
The posters depict the rise of Nazi Germany, persecution of the Jews,
deportations, concentration camps and historical information.

Education workshop on the integration
of low incidence students to be held

s:"

A workshop will be held on the integration of low incidence students
into the education process. The workshop will be Nov. 8 and 9, from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. each day, in the Midway Motor Lodge, Hoffman House in
Rochester.
The integration of low incidence handicapped students into regular
education programs was identified as the No. 1 training need in the 198990 Region 10 Needs Assessment. This workshop will be the first of several.
The presenter, Dr. June Downing, is a professor in special education at
the University of Arizona and teaches graduate coursework in the area of
the severely multiple handicapped with severe sensory impairments. She
currently serves as a consultant to many State Departments of Education
in developing model programs for the integration of severely handicapped
students into regular education programs.
The workshop is co-sponsored by the Region 10 Leadership Team, the
Region 10 Special Education Programs and the Special Education Department at Winona State University.
The workshop may be taken for one graduate credit through WSU's
special education department. The $40 pre-registration fee will be applied
toward the total credit cost, and applications may be completed on-site
Nov. 8.
Pre-registration fees are $25 for either dayor $40 for both days and must
be received by Nov. 2. On-site registration will be $30 for either day or $60
for both. Checks or money orders should be made payable to Winona State
University and mailed to Jim Parks; Region 10 Special Education Programs; 1200 S. Broadway, Suite 160; Rochester, MN 55904.
For more information call WSU's special education department at (507)
457-5535.

**0'"

89 Dodge Grand
$16,443
88 Dodge Van
$2443
89 Chevy Spectrum
$5443
84 Chevy Monte Carlo SOLD
89 Chrysler LeBaron
$8495
88 Ford T-Bird
$8995
89 Honda Civic
SOLD
86 Honda Civic
SOLD
82 Honda Civic
SOLD
89 Honda Civic
SOLD
89 Honda Accord LXI
$12,495
89 Honda Accord LXI
$12,995
88 Hyundai Excel GS
SOLD...
89 Mazda MX6
$11,848
88 Mazda MX6 LX
$9895
87 Mitsubishi Cordia
SOLD...
84 Olds Cutlass
$6843
82 Toyota Starlet
SOLD
82 Toyota Corolla
$1940
74 VW Beetle
SOLD

84 Chevy Z-28....SOLD
$7843
88 Chevy Beretta
$7495
85 Chevy Type 10
$4843
88 Chevy !roc
SOLD
$12843
88 Chevy [roc
$12843
86 Chevy Z-24
$6943
84 Chevy Z-28....SOLD
$5849
89 Dodge Daytona
$10843
85 Dodge Omni GLM
$3995
88 Ford Mustang GT
SOLD....
88 Ford EXP
$6843
86 Honda CRX
$5943
89 Honda CRX
$9943
84 Honda Prelude...SOLD $6443
88 Honda Prelude
$12795
88 Honda CRX SI..SOLD....$9843
84 Mazda Pulsar
$5995
84 Nissan 300ZX
$6895
88 Pontiac Firebird
$AVE
88 Pontiac Trans AM
$AVE
85 Pontiac Hero SE..SOLD$5843
89 Toyota Celica ST
$10,995
83 Toyota Supra
$4850
86 Toyota Celica GT
SOLD.
88 Toyota MR2
$9590
86 Nissan Pulsar NX
SOLD.

4 DOORS

88 Audi 90
88 Chevy Corsica
88 Chevy Corsica
84 Chevy Celebrity
88 Chevy Corsica
86 Chevy Eurosport
87 Chevy Spectrum
87 Dodge Lancer
87 Dodge Shadow

WAGONS

87 Chevy Blazer....SOLD
87 Chevy Suburban
SOLD
82 Chevy Suburban
SOLD.

MSUS universities enrollment higher
Enrollment at Minnesota's seven state universities has grown this fall
by 3.1 percent. Over 64,000 students are currently enrolled throughout the
System.
"Although ouruniversities have been tightening freshman admissions
requirements for the last few years," Chancellor Robert L. Carothers said,
"three factors combine to keep enrollment moving up: significant increases in the numbers of students who are transferring to our universities,
improved retention, and our enrollment of more students of color."
The universities presently enroll 1,926 minority students, an increase of
13.6 percent over last year. These increases are in line with the System's
cultural diversity goal of enrolling at least 2,500 students of color by 1992.
During the last decade, overall enrollment at the state universities has
grown 56 percent without corresponding increases in funding. Since 1985,
the state universities have served over 31,000 students with only partial or
no state dollars supporting them. This phenomenon is partially what
prompted the Minnesota State University Board to initiate its "Q-7"
initiative, as attempt to better balance access to state universities with
quality of the educational experience.

MILES OF SMILES
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16,595
$7843
$8843
$3643
$7843
$5843
SOLD
$6995
$4995

MOTORWERKS
CONSIGNMENT
PROGRAM

Call Chris Schneider
at 608.784.8470
for details!
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Reciprocity available for students
in some Western states at WSU
By JENNIFER PETTIT
Winonan Staff

The Minnesota State University System Board has approved a tuition
eciprocity agreement with the Western Interstate Commission for Higher
.Jucation (WICHE).
The program is called the Western Undergraduate Exchange (WUE) and is
It effect this academic year, according to literature about the program. The
)rogram allows a student from Alaska, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana,
Jew Mexico, Oregon, Utah or Wyoming to attend a state school in Minnesota
or the in-state tuition plus 50 percent. In Minnesota the WUE per credit rate is
54.45. The regular rate for nonresident tuition is $62.30. A Minnesota resident
ays $36.30.
This program also works for students from Minnesota attending schools in
hose states.
In addition to WUE, a reciprocity agreement has also been signed with the
Aanitoba Province of Canada. In this reciprocity agreement students will pay
esident tuition but still be considered international students.
,

"These states have been in cooperation for a number of years," James Mootz,
director of admissions, said. "It's simply a matter of moving the exchange over
one more state."
Mootz said that not all schools are participating in this program. There are
141 schools participating, including all Minnesota state schools.
In addition, individual schools have the right to decide in which programs
exchange students may enroll. Mootz said that all programs are open to
students attending WSU as long as they meet the criteria that in-state students
must also meet.
This agreement went into effect for fall quarter. However, the admissions
office was unable to notify students before the quarter started because of the
late date at which the office found out about the program.
In a letter from the state board office in St. Paul, the number of students from
the Western states in the entire system was estimated to be less than 50. Mootz

See Reciprocity, page 7

Take note

Tamberlain

Jacobs/Winonan Staff

The WSU concert choir presented, "Counterpoint of the Animals," last Sunday at 3 p.m. on the Main Stage of the Performing Arts Center.

Fright fest at Max's
Ghostbusters wanted

The beings of the underworld have sent word above
ground to warn the earthdwelling humans that demonic possession will
occur at Max's in Winona from Friday, October 26
until Halloween night.
Spokesperson for the group of evil-doers Bob
the Troll said,"We will be holding ourannual convention in which all of the zombies, wraiths,
witches, elfchildren, and generally any creature of

the night can converse, cat, d rink, and be evil. We
selected Max's this year because of its wild party
atmosphere. The coolest spooks in town are hanging out at Max's this Halloween fornights of ghoulish hauntings and posscsions."
Officials at Max's are prepared for this horde of
nasty creatures that comes each year. " We have

gathered over $500 in prizes,
give-aways and merchandise for
any bodies coming to Max's.
'This way the horrible creatures won't wreck our
bar and eat our employees," said an official at Max's.
Starting Friday night come on down to hang out
where the apparitions and demons will give you a
fright ortwo. The fright fest begins with the employees' costume contest inwhich Max's dresses up,too.

Masquerade on
Saturday night
Saturday night a masquerade dance is
scheduled.
Come out in costume forgivcaways and
the scary spirit specials that Max's is running for the scary days festivals.
If you don't feel like dressing fiendishly
then a simple face mask will suffice!

Non-Alcoholic
haunting!
If you are an under-age ghoul or murman, Max's zombie bartenders and mummy
waitresses can fix you up with one of our
non-alcoholic concoctions and potions you
can party, haunt and howl where the big
ghosts do?
Max's is the big party place for those
changelings, bugaboos and urchins who
haven't done 21 years of evil deeds. So_
come on down to the most happening haunt
in town and possess Max's.

Monster mas
Halloween
Blow-out

To keep the evil spirits happy,
Max's will hand out hundreds of
dollars in prizes and giveaways all
night Tuesday.
Groove Live will keep even the
most beastly spirits dancing all night!
So come on down to Max's, the
place cool spooks and demons choose
for their lair!

on Halloween night

Wednesday, Oct. 31

COsturne

Contest

1st place
$50 -2ndplace
$25 -3rd place
$100 -

Merchandise hi Max's gift certifcates

Funds reduced
all over system
Long distance service cut in
placement office at WSU
By COLLEEN GREEN

February, so that if money can be
found he can open the telephone
line back up spring quarter, a busy
The free long-distance telephone time for those getting ready to
lines in Winona State University's graduate.
placement office have been put on
The telephone line is called the
hold due to budget restraints.
North Star Network and its yearly
Juniors and seniors seeking jobs budget is approximately $2,000.
and internships
Regulations
must return to
on use of the
letter writing
line include
and telephone
a student escalls from
tablishing a
"With this tight budget
home, Gavin
placement
Strand, director
situation, the entire univerfile with the
of placement
purpose of
sity
is
going
through
these
services, said.
seeking inproblems."
Although
ternships or
use of the telepermanent
phone was, acemploycording to
ment. StuGavin Strand
Strand, "a very
dents have
satisfactory
to sign up
service," and
beforehand
one which he
and time restraints are
originated himself four years ago, budget con- enforced.
straints forced him to curtail the
"It is a good service, unique to
office's WATS line.
the Minnesota State University
Strand explained that the place- System," said Strand. "I will try to
ment department's budget for the resurrect it when funds permit."
1989-90 school year was $55,982. Thi s
Other cuts made to decrease the
fall Strand was informed that his 90- budget gap were $1,800 for six job
91 budget would be only $47,755.
bulletins and $400 in travel money
Because the placement office had for the associate director. The dealready used the telephone line partment saved $2,500 by using
throughout the summer and had not
last year's employer directories
anticipated such a severe cut, Strand rather than purchasing new ones,
said he was forced to look hard at the and summer placement meetings
importance of each of his services.
for the staff were eliminated.
He was also told that if he runs a
"We couldn't cut office supplies
deficit this year, the difference would nor the print shop," Strand said.
have to be deducted from next year's
"That only left us with four or five
budget.
choices."
"As you see," Strand said, "we
Records show that 80 percent of
can't have a deficit, so we had to find seniors register for placement.
which areas can be cut."
Besides that, 500 alumni per year
Strand, who has been with uni- request services. Although each
versity placement for 14 years, is pay $25, the money doesn't go
quick to say that he is not pointing directly to the placement office but
fingers at anyone.
into the university's general fund.
"With this tight budget situation,"
Some positive options to the lack
he said, "the whole university is of a telephone are in the planning
going through these problems."
stages. Strand said that the office is
Although Strand has been told trying to get a wire service to come
there will be no university realloca- to the university.
tion of funds, he said he would be
"All we need now is a sponsor,"
reviewing his budget at the end of he said.
Winonan Staff
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1991 BSN
STUDENTS.

IN

Enter the Air Force
immediately after graduation — without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the
Air Force. Call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
COLLECT (612) 331-2856
z6.7.
7.ra
z-

•"WE'''''''

More Than
Just Learning .. .
Learning to Excel.
You've learned a lot as a student. But as a
Mayo Nurse, you'll learn more than most
hospitals could teach you.
It's because of our strong commitment to
research and education that we want to help
our staff learn even more. Each new grad is
assigned an experienced RN to help make the
transition from school to hospital work. This
program combines classroom skills with
necessary lab experience.
But the learning doesn't stop after your
orientation program. We offer seminars and
practicums specifically for nurses. There's even
tuition reimbursement for professional meetings
and seminars. Nurses are actively involved in
patient education, discharge planning and care
coordination. We also offer a competitive
salary, benefits package and flexible scheduling.
If you'd like to sign up for one of the most
important lessons in nursing,
call 1-800-247-8590. Or contact:
Mayo Medical Center
Nursing Recruitment
P.O. Box 6057
Rochester, MN 55903-6057
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
A Smoke Free Institution
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Students have no reason to complain this year
Last May there'were complaints about commencement at Winona State University. There probably will be
again this year. But this year students will have no
reason to complain.
Why? Because only two students showed up at a
recent, well-publicized open forum set up to get student
input on this year's commencement.
Penny Gresham, dean of academic services and
enrollment management and chair of the commencement committee, said she was disappointed at the turnout.
We are, too.
Last year, about three weeks before graduation, 45
students complained to Gresham about limiting guests
at commencement. The students were concerned that if
the number of guests wasn't limited there would be
overcrowding. In light of this student reaction, Gresham
expected at least this many students at the forum, so 50

chairs were set up. Unfortunately, only two students
were mature enough to think ahead.
Students may not be thinking about graduation yet,
but the commencement committee has to. The commi ttee was planning ahead and wanted student involvement. But students probably won't want to get involved until three weeks before graduation, too late a
time to change anything. Of course, they will only get
involved if they don't like the plans.
Students should have heard about the forum. Nearly
200 posters were put up and notices were printed.
The low participation can be mainly traced to apathy. This apathy will be replaced with anger when
some students find out about commencement plans
and discover they don't care for them. At this time it
will be too late,
Then students will have to admit they blew it.

Amy Gastfield
Senior mass communication—
advertising major

"I think the Minnesota race is unfortunate. I think Grunseth was nominated because of the stand he took on
abortion. He hasn't run for public
office; he hasn't been tried and found
true.... So the first mistake was voting
for a single-issue candidate."

Tony Di Clementi
Senioraccounting major

Ruth Winger
Professor of social work

"It often seems that the person
trying to beat the incumbents campaign techniques seem to ignore the
issues. Where on the other hand, the
person trying to be elected is using
techniques that often are low-down
and dirty. So there seems to be two
extremes and neither one of them
may or may not be all that healthy for
the political system."
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of homeowners who have agreed to
display these signs.
Perhaps some WSU students are
unaware of the damage to signs in the
campus vicinity.
Elections are not won or lostby the
number of signs visible in the community, they are symbols of support
and free speech, but the cost of replacement to the campaign committees places a strain on donors to the
campaigns, namely, the voting public.
In the interest of fairness, during
this short growing season, all candidates should be able to demonstrate
their supporters. Those with lawn
signs have agreed to express their
choice visibly.
For those who do not vote, or who
disagree with certain candidates:
Please allow freedom of expression
for those who do.

Dear Editor:
The Second Annual Career Day,
sponsored jointly by the Placement
Offices of Saint Mary's College and
Winona State University, was held last
Thursday.
We would like to thank the many
people on campus who helped "get
the word out" about Career Day, the
student organizations which announced Career Day to their membership, the Winonan, the students
who volunteered their time to assist
at Career Day, and to all of you who
attended.
Next year Career Day will again be
held on the WSU campus. We hope to
see you there.

Shuttle bus
overcrowding
is annoying
and dangerous

Election signs
should be left
alone

"There's been too much mud-sli ngng goi ng on and not enough attention
based on the issues.... the governors
race that's going on right now, they're
constantly going on the faults of the
other candidates rather than working
on what they're going to do for the
state in the future."

The intervals of twenty minutes
seem to be sufficient in most cases,
but during peak hours there needs to
be more buses running. This would
be one solution to the dangerous
problem.
This is simply a letter of concern.
Everyone must realize that things are
only going to get worse before they
getbetter. When winter arrives, more
people than ever are going to be rid- ,
ing the buses. It is inconvenient to
ride the buses in the first place, but
then there are problems involved that
make the inconvenience even worse.

Mickey Barr
HD 34B Chairwoman

Vicki Decker, Associate Director
Career Planning & Placement,
WSU

/1,

What do
you think
of the
campaign
techniques
used in
recent
elections?

Commencement i(u
•-

Placement
Office thanks
Career Day
volunteers and
participants

"I'm not too familiar with all the
ads and everything, but issues and
mud-sli nginga re two different things.
I've heard there's a lot of mud-slinging in the campaigns. I wish they
would just keep it out; just stick to the
issues.
11

Cila

Letters to the Editor

Speak Up WSU

"I think they should stick to the
issues instead of trying to backstab
the other candidates by finding bad
things about them and going on that
instead of the real issues."

AAA vided

Dear Editor,

The issue of overcrowded buses
traveling between Winona State University and the College of St. Teresa
has made major headlines in recent
papers. Being a commuter on these
buses, I can say that what these ar-

Dear Editor,
Once again the season of election
campaigns is upon us. Historically,
lawn signs for candidates sprout
during this season, to be harvested
after Election Day, November 6.
These signs have no value in the
market place, yet they carry important messages to the voting public:
Candidate name recognition.
It is sad to see that some people,
perhaps unwittingly, perhaps intentionally, destroy or steal signs that are

ticles are saying is true. Something
needs to be done before the conditions get any worse. It is overcrowded, annoying, and most of all,
dangerous. I suspect that it is against
the law to have people standing in the
aisles of a bus. Authorities know of
the conditions, yet do nothing about
it. I realize that the budget has been
cut tremendously, but thingsmay get

essentially private property. They
also abuse the First Amendment rights

out of hand if something isn't done
soon.
The

Susan M. Kelzer
WSU psychology major

WSU urged to
hear Wellstone
speak at
today's rally
Dear Editor,
Paul Wellstone, DFL-cndorsed
U.S. Senate candidate, is coming to
Winona! I've heard Paul speak and
he is the most dynamic and genuine
candidate that I've heard in years.
Paul Wellstone has thoughtful approaches to the urgent issues facing
the United States. I urge you to listen
to what Paul has to say on the situation in the Middle East, the budget
crisis, affordable health care, and real
environmental protection.
As citizens, we have a responsibility to make intelligent decisions regarding our elected officials.
Paul is scheduled to speak a t 11:45
a.m. on Wednesday Oct. 24 at the
Smaug on the Winona State campus.
Please take the time to come hear
whathe has to say. Paul is an exciting
candidate and will make a great U.S.

senator.
Joyce Ford
Winona, Minn.
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A
"There's too much emphasis placed
"The governor's campaign that is
going on is using dirty tactics, and I on past personal events as opposed to
don't think that's right. They don't issues."
appear to be addressing the issues.
And I think there's more important
things to be concerned about."

"As far as political elections, especially the one currently going on for
governor, I think they could avoid at
)11 cost mud-slinging. Because it seems
to be bringing too many negative issues up currently."

Ann Flynt
Senior social work major

Mark Shaw
Senior finance major

Kathy Olk
Sophomore psychology major
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After a year of frustration, searching, and struggling, the hope is still alive that 13-year-old Jacob
Wetterling will be found. Monday marked the oneyear anniversary since Jacob's abduction that shocked
not only Minnesota, but the world.
We all know the story of the masked man that came
-cross Jacob, his brother, and his best friend as they
were returning home from renting a movie at a Tom
Thumb store in St. Joseph, Minn. We heard it over and
over again when it first happened in local newspapers
and news broadcasts. Soon the tragedy was depicted
in every national magazine and talk show across the
country. We couldn't even walk down the street, even
in Winona, without seeing the posters with Jacob's
-smiling face and the sentimental note from his parents,
to Jacob, saying: WE LOVE YOU AND WILL NEVER
STOP LOOKING FOR YOU. People immediately
became a part of the Wetterling family and shared their
grief — even people who didn't even know where St.
Joseph was on the map. Buttons with the phrase
MISSING: ABDUCTED and that same sweet picture of
Jacob were on every shirt and sweater we saw for a
while there. I, for one, bought two buttons.
It was a tragic actby an estranged individual who no
one, or almost no one, can forgive. WHO WOULD DO
SOMETHING LIKE THIS? We all wanted Jacob to be
found, and found NOW. Sure, he wasn't the only missingkid in America, even though it seemed so, but never
before had something like this hit so close to home. The
,innocence of these kids that was so easily taken advantage of was what made us angry....VERY angry.
In the St. Paul Pioneer Press on Sunday, there was an
article about Patty Wetterling, Jacob's mother, and all
that she and her family and friends are still doing to
find Jacob. It was refreshing to read that they haven't
given up hope. As a matter of fact, the non-profit
organization called JACOB'S HOPE out of St. Joseph is
still going strong. Volunteers have reached the 100
million mark of letters they've stuffed and sent across
the country. One volunteer, the article said, worked so
hard for the organization that he became sick with
stress and had to be hospitalized for six days. Now
that's dedication. That is hope.
Every day, they say, there are new leads that tip off
police to new suspects in the case. Many of the leads fall
through, but ALL are followed up on. Why do the leads
fall through? Because I think that people WANT to find
Jacob so badly that they report any suspicious event
they see, or think they see. When they find something
they perceive as "fishy," and they see a little boy with
brown hair, they think it is Jacob because they want so
badly for it to be him. When we heard about these leads
on television in the beginning months, we got excited.
'Maybe TODAY was the day that they'd find him. But
after a year of leads not producing anything, it is easy
My stomach growls as I walk in the door of my
apartment and a hall the length of the Macy's Parade
stands between me and the kitchen. I drop my books
and scramble into the kitchen in search of food.
To the counter I go thinking there will be something
really nutritious and filling, but as I swing the doors of
the cabinet open, the food stuff of a college student
slaps my face and I lose some of my appetite.
Let's look into this together at what the average
(although I "don't think my mutated genes can qualify
this columnist as average) college male eats as his main
sustenance—mac and cheese.
There are two kinds of this modern
chemically engineered boxed miracle.
There is the gourmet Kraft and then
the Budgetel noodles and cheese
sauce. The cheap variety is something to behold because you can
boil those noodles for months and
they always come out either
chewy or the size of large jelly
fish. Of course, the noodles
have been chemically coated
with some sort of scotch
guard polymer that repels
the dry cheese powder. And
if, forbid, you put too much milk in,
you will have just created a pink soup with
rubber "doggie-toy flavored" noodles.
Now, let's take a closer look at the cheese powder.
Kraft has the decency to use yellow dyes in the creation
of their cheese powder. The other guys seem, to think
that pink is the proper color for cheese substitute dry
flavoring mix. What kind of idiots are they? Like I want
to spread pink stuff on my food. This pink isn't even a
pretty pink. That rules out the theory of the companies
marketing to the effeminate shopper. (You might nofice that Winonan seems to like to run a lot of pink items.
Well, the majority of the editors here at the Winonan are
female—no coincidence there, hmmm.)
After I have mixed the miracle of college dining into
a summatious globule of starch and milk fa t (you know
the sound the finished product makes when you run
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for the world, I think, to give up hope that Jacob will
never be found. But the important thing to remember
is that at least people are concerned enough to call in
any little suspicious event. If no one called in because
no one knew for certain it was Jacob, there would be no
leads at all. And who knows? One day a tip from an
uncertain passerby could lead to finding Jacob Wetterling.
There was a time when I became so wrapped up
in all of this that I would have strange dreams about this
boy I didn't even know. In the dream I would be
shopping in a department store. Something would
catch my attention out of the corner of my eye, and
when I'd turn around, there was Jacob and this man
that I'd seen rough sketches of that was believed to be
the abductor. The man walked away from Jacob for a
minute to look at something, and I went to him and took
his hand. Together , we ran out of the store and got in
my car and drove to the police station. They arrested
the man in the store and he was locked up for life plus
fifty. It was such an overwhelming dream....
But then I woke up. Things in real life don't just
happen as miraculously as that, I concluded, and I got
that sinking feeling again. I began to have doubts that
Jacob would ever be found. I wondered where his
family got the strength to go on every day....
A year later, the Wetterling family is still going
strong. All it took for me was to read about everything
they're doing to find Jacob to restore my hope. With all
the love they have for their son, how can Jacob NOT be
found? I feel it is only a matter of time. Whether it be
tomorrow or years from now, that kid will be found.
He has to be.
Which brings me to the subject of the power of hope
itself. Without it, our lives would be one meaningless
day after another. Nothing to wish for, nothing to set
goals for. Nothing at all. Cynics may criticize the word
"hope" by arguing that whatever will happen, will
happen, whether we hope or not. They may quote
Murphy's law: Whatever can go wrong, will go wrong.
Do you think that argument would get very far with
Patty Wetterling? I don't think so. Not by a long shot.
THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK:
Hope is: H ow 0 ptimists Perceive Everything

True satire. What in the hell is that? Where is the
dramatic theory in all of this? What is all of this for
anyway? Well, thought provocation for starters. Coffee for the brain? Ya, something like that, just what you
needed to hear on this lovely and stimulating Wednesday, one week before witches take to the sky again,
and spirits revel before yet another season of rest and
relaxation. Halloween. Heheheheh, sadistic thoughts
dance like the dead of a funeral in my brain. So much
for the coffee, wouldn't you say? Too much, perhaps.
Perhaps.
Halloween brings one thing to mind. Madison,
Wisconsin. Now I sense a shudder in
the air. A shudder of wild and erotic
joy. Tricks and red-lit streets. Real
witches seeking ingredients for their
sensual stew. Hahahaha. Let us not
get carried away here. Let's try to
keep our heads, so to speak.
Compare this. Madison has more
students than WSU has! Don't you
feel intimidated enough already?
Madison has a lake, as a matter of fact,
Madison has many lakes. This is a
blatantly obvious attempt by Madison to equate itself with the true master of lakes, Minnesota. Specifically,
Winona, home of the world's greatest
lake...yawn. All right. Let me hear that spirit....
Consider this: Madison has a street called State
Street thatconnects the campus to the capitol. I have to
give them credit on the originality of that n am e. One
plus for Mad town. This street is littered with shops of
every decree, everything from cheap music shops (literally speaking, of course), to coffee shops where the
coffee is the stuff that tastes like a potent mixture of tar
and crude oil, express yourself, or whatever it is called.
This is most popular among the Witchesof East Campus. However, the greatest feature concerning the
street State, is that you cannot drive your beloved
automobile on it. How inane!!! I mean really. What is
the point of the street? It should have been called Bike
Street, of Footpath St., or something more fitting...
Traditionally, this street has a notorious reputation
when i t comes to Halloween. All the freaks who run
the she come parading ou t to dance with the witches
and soar with the spirits. A real cause for joy. A
midwestern Mardi Gras, more likely. Recently, how-

spirits of law and order have flexed
ever, the good
their wands of power to stifle the jubilant festivities.'In
colloquial terms, the police are cracking down on parties and those who get out of hand...surprise, surprise.
All in all, however, Winona seems to be the place to be
for not just Halloween, but any cause for celebration,
per say. Sure, once in awhile a bar gets the axe (Halloween pun), but it usually survives. And houseparties?
They must be uninterrupted since the local newspaper
never really has much to say about the possible disturbances. A lovely town for Halloween is Winona.
Do we dare to shift thoughts back to Mad town?
Bear with me, and hold on tightly.
Violence, consequently, is more prevalent at Madison. Ratios mean nothing.
There are simply more people there.
Thus, more crime, more fighting, more
murder, more rape. Crime is so glamorized in our society, so perhaps this
appeals to you. If so, I urge you to go
and witness the limelight. Maybe
you'll be the star of the show. Trick or
treat, money or murder... with a little
ghoulish luck, you could become a
victim of the Vampire of the Midwest.
Now you know what I have become.
So you think...(oh, the narcotic pull to
the lifeblood of Madison)!!!
For those of you who have not been to Madison for
Halloween (or for any other reason), I urge you to go.
No, I insist. Walk State Street, sitby the lake(s), look for
the dramatic theory, drink "expressyoself" coffee, sing
chants of joy, but just GO!!! Your experiences could
lend you to write about it, and hey, with a little luck,
maybe you too could produce a column, or even a
paper about it! Just look at the justifications in going...and
then look at the words of my despair, and be happy.
You will return to Winona, if you know what is truly
good for you, and you will be elated with true joy. Yes,
truejoy. Winona will entice you, it will tease you, it will
love you. And you, in fair turn, will learn to love it. Or,
at the very least, you will love to love Winona, oh, how
you will. Especially after going to the other side of the
river, deep into the holes of the cheese, into the domain
of the Madison. The fountains of my despair beckon me
to end, so enough, I am through. a good day to you all,
and to all, a good night....
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the spoon around the pan: "skwoouish, slurp,
slpuoosch"), then there is the decision of what to serve
with this delicacy.
Of course, the answer is "Man, I have night class, no
time to cook any thing else." The next decision is what
to drink with this slippery mound of carbohydrates.
Nothing goes with this dish. Because first off, if you are
drinking anything with this dish the cheese sauce from
your lips is going to run off into the drink making this
floating gook which will make you vomit. I usually end
up drinking a can of beer, that way the gook is hard to
see through the opening of the can. Plus, the belches are
really loud after having a family sized pot of mac and
cheese and three cans of Bud.
You could try drinking water but
sometimes the water and the cheese
sauce don't go well together and
your night class will hate you for it.
Here's a little known scientific fact
about mac and cheese. Did you know
that it takes 25 years for the cheese
sauce to digest in your colon? It's true.
My colon should be the size of Wrigley
Field but I do sit-ups and that helps a
little.
Another little known fact about this
"stuff" is that at the famous Stonehenge in
England, large twenty foot tall pots of the
stuff were mixed up in an annual ritual celebrating the summer solstice. The driiids would
give the signal and then the mac and cheese maidens
would descend into the pots. Then, the members of the
druid clergy would make their way down to the maidens in a great frenzy. Wow, what a great concept. I
wonder if we could do that for Homecoming next year
in the courtyard.
So here's to mac and cheese, ambrosia of the student's
diet, food of scholars, and modern delectable miracle.
Have a huge pot all to yourself and then think of the
contents sitting in your stomach. Have your pets
spayed and neutered, don't think and drive, and of
course, Milli Vanilli. Paid for by the American Council
for mac and cheese. (not)

Whoa!

Man, these ancient
dudes like had huge
concerts with much
weed. They congregated
here and so this was the
first Head concert!

Originally these big
dudes had huge tye die
shirts but they were
pillaged by our
ancestors and recycled
into shirts we wear
today!
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By Rita Nygren, Staff Commentary
Have you been rappelling yet?
A favoritequestion on long,
is "What
cloudy, Thursdayfo
is there to do?"
A favored reply is "In Winona?"
It's been a long standing joke that
there is absolutely nothing to do here
in town other than stud y, drink, listen
to lousy music, party, watch T.V.,
drink, attend organized school events,
or drink. But if there is no homework
to be done and you've had just too
much of the three radio stationl your
stereo receives and U-Pac took the
weekend 'off and the soaps are over
and, face it, your liver needs a break,
what is there to do in Winona?
Grab a friend and gossip while
you stroll down by the lake. As every
one has noticed or will sometime in

Get Out and Try It
their college career, we sure picked a
pretty place to go to school, and the
scenery down by the bluffs and park
is recommendable, even on overcast
days.
Have a pizza party in your dorm
or bring the mob down to Giovanni's
or Kwik Trip. Cafe food is nutritious,
I assure you, and to you it may even
bea culinary delight,but nothingbeats
sitting cross-legged on the floor with
a cheese-heaped 'za and four or five
buddies.
Visit the weight room in Prentis-

Lucas, Richards, or the two in Memorial. Don't forget that we have a pool
in the gym as well, and the weather's
always nice indoors.
Pick up some fiction at the WSU
library or at the Winona Public Library on Fifth St. The libraries also
have the newspapers from around
the region, many magazines, and they
loan out art and music on tapes or
CDs.
Play on the computers in Somsen,
Watkins, Gildemeis ter, or Minne. This
is not recommended during those

times when everyone has programs
and reports due, but games are there
to be played, and I bet you know
someone who has Pac Man on diskette.
Expanding your horizons is pretty
much what going to school is supposed to be about. This doesn't mean
that you should be spending every
waking second studying new subjects or attending necessary classestha t's a sure way to get an ulcer. There
are social organizations around
Winona just waiting for your membership, there are fun books to read,
there are games to play.
So much to do, so little space to say
it in. Watch here for more ideas, or if
you have some you'd like to share,
send them to the Winonan.
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What's Goin' On
Wellstone Rally
U.S. Senate candidate Paul Wellstone will be holding
a rally today, Oct. 24 at 12 noon in the Smaug in Kryszko
Commons. For more information on how to get involved
contact the DFL field office at 452-0234.

Microcomputer seminars
Two Microcomputer seminars are being offered this
fall: "LOTUS 1-2-3: An Introduction" and "Wordperfect
5.0."
The LOTUS 1-2-3 seminars is being held from 3 to 6
p.m. on six consecutive Wednesdays having begun last
week and ending Nov. 21.
The Wordperfect seminar will be held from 3 to 6 p.m.
on four consecutive Thursdays having begun last week
and ending Nov. 21.
Prerequisite for both seminars is "Introduction to Microcomputers."
The WSU Small Business Development Center (SBDC)
and the Winona Area Training Consortium are co-sponsoring the seminars. For more information call 457-5088.

Symphony orchestra concert
The Winona Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of its new conductor George Stelluto, presents the
first concert of the season Oct. 28 at 4 p.m. in the Performing Arts Center.
Tickets, $5 for adults and $3 for students, are available
in advance by calling the WSU Music Department Office
at 457-5250, or at Hardt's Music, Winona. Reservation
and season tickets may also be purchased.

CommencementContinued from page 1
Bellis said she was well informed
about the forum.
"I saw the flyers they had up over
campus," she said. "And I saw the
notice in the 'What's Goin' On' section
of the Winonan. The committee went
to a lot of effort. They really wanted to
give students an opportunity to talk."
The controversy over commencement dates back to two years ago,
when the commencement committee
for the first time limited the number of
guests allowed at graduation to four.
"We had some very positive comments," Gresham said. "Many students were glad it wasn't the push and
shove situation of the past."
However, she said that many stu-

WSU theatre production

Fencing Club meetings

WSU theatre production will soon be visited by three
gods. They will be guests at the Performing Arts Center
(PAC) as part of the production of "The Good Woman of
Setzuan." This Bertolt Brecht play will be performed in
the Dorothy B. Magnus Theatre Oct. 24-30, beginning at
8 p.m.
The box office is open Monday through Friday from
12 noon to 4 p.m. Tickets are $3 for general admission
and $2 for students, faculty and senior citizens.

Do you like a good workout? Do you like a challenge
that's different and unique? Perhaps, you should try
some fencing with the WSU Fencing Club. The club
meets every Wednesday night at 8 p.m. in Talbot Gym.
For more information call Diane at 454-3951.

Holocaust series
The final program in the series, the keynote address
by Nobel Peace Prize winner, noted author and Holocaust survivor Elie Wiesel is Oct. 24 at 7 p.m. in Somsen
Auditorium.
Tickets are available at $6 per ticket.

Ethics and TV speaker
Jan Homan, executive vice president and director of

Damm Yankees
"Damm Yankees," the homerun baseball musical is
coming Sunday, Nov. 11 at 7:30 p.m. to the La Crosse
Center.
The story of a man dickering with the devil for his soul
has been told many times, but set against the backdrop of
the world of baseball, gives the tale a new twist.
Tickets are priced from $11 to $27.50. Tickets may be
ordered and charged by telephone by calling (608) 7894950 from noon to 5:30 p.m. Monday through Saturday.
The play is sponsored by Broadway Live, 415 Jay
Street, La Crosse, Wisc.

dents were angry that a limit was set
at all. An abundance of complaints
prompted the committee to return to
the no-limit policy on guests last year.
Gresham said complaints were once
again heard about the system.
"Last year was so terribly
crowded," she said. "We even got
letters of complaints from a few parents."
Students' complaints and the
committee's willingness to cooperate
with students led to the open forum
held this year. Although Gresham was
disappointed with the low turnout,
she was pleased with the input of the
two students who attended.
"Neither of them had been to a
commencement," she said, "so they
were not familiar with the problems
we've had in the past.They just wanted
to contribute to this year's ceremony."
Bellis seconded this, saying, "The
main reason I was there was to make

my own plans for my own family.
They are making reservations for
graduation, and I wanted to know if
there would be a limit on tickets or
not."
The students' input was valuable,
Gresham said.
"They were very interested; they
gave very positive suggestions, she
said.
"Since about 850 students will
graduate this spring, we told the two
students who showed up, 'You have
400 votes each,"' she added with a
chuckle.
Although no solution was reached
at the forum, several suggestions were
discussed. One was holding more than
one graduation ceremony. With this
system, each college could have its
own ceremony, such as the College of
Nursing Ceremony. Another option
with this system would be holding
two ceremonies, one on Friday after-

strategic planning at LINTAS: USA, will speak on "Ethics
and Television," on Nov. 15 at 7:30 in Saint Mary's Page
Theatre. Admission is free, but reservations are required. For more information contact 457-1496 or 4542305.

FCA Meetings
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes meets Wednesday evenings at 7 p.m. in Dining Room A. All students
are welcome.

Art Exhibit

Allied Health Career Fair
The Winona State University Chapter of Minnesota
Nursing Student's Association is holding the annual
Allied Health Career Fair Monday, Oct. 29 from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. in the East Cafe of Kryzsko Commons.
The focus of the fair is on health careers, within a four
state radius, for LPNs, AD nurses, BSNs, physical therapists, medical technicians or exercise specialists. The objectives of this program are to expose students to various
potential employment modalities, and provide resource
people to answer questions and stimulate thought concerning future careers. Any questions should be directed to 507-454-2979 after 6 p.m.

Craft fair
3, the Winona County
On Saturday, Nov.
Developmental Achievement Center will be having their
2nd Annual Holiday Craft Fair. The fair will be held at
1721 Service Drive from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Saint Mary's production
Theatre Saint Mary's will present "Theatre Grottesco
& Company," the culmination of a three-week residency
workshop with Saint Mary's students Nov. 9 -12 at 7:30
p.m. in the Page Theatre.
Theatre Grottesco is a Paris-based touring troupe of
actors, directors, dancers and musicians trained in European street theatre, circus performance and mime. Tickets are $5 for adults and $3 for students and senior
citizens.

noon and one on Saturday morning,
or one Saturday morning and one that
afternoon.
Gresham said holding a cornmencement after each quarter isn't
the answer.
"That won't solve our problems,"
she said. "There would still be overcrowding at spring."
Another possible solution discussed at the forum was putting a
time limit on speakers.
"Students still want speakers at
commencement," Gresham said. "This
would just shorten the time allotted to
them."
Gresham said one issue both students at the meeting emphasized was
that if only one ceremony is held, tickets should be used. Bellis said four
tickets per student seemed appropriate.
"The gym can only hold so many
people," she said. "We thought that

This October an exhibit in the Paul Watkins Gallery
at WSU entitled "Works by New WSU Art Department
Faculty" will feature oil paintings and mixed-media
drawingsby Paul Burmeister and ceramic sculptures by
Anne Scott Plummer.
The show runs through Oct. 30.

Editors Note: Submission Deadline for "What's
Goin' On" is noon on the Friday prior to the next
publication date. Submissions will be run according to event dates and space.

four was a fair number. When I heard
that people were complaining about
the limit two years ago, I said, 'You're
kidding! Four tickets weren't enough?'
I would rather see it limited to four
than not at all."
Gresham expressed appreciation
of the students who attended the forum.
She said, "I sincerely thank the two
students who did come, as well as the
two students who are on the committee. We appreciate the time these students on the committee put in."
The committee meets again Nov. 8
to make its final recommendation to
the President Krueger. Although regular business will be on the agenda as
well, Gresham said, "Anyone interested can certainly come."
The meeting will be held at 3 p.m.
in Somsen Hall, Room 213. The committee consists of representatives from
nearly every constituency at WSU.

IT'S IMPORTANT TO

Help pay for your books next quarter.
Why not try to get the price You want?

IDEA

Do you want cash for your books?
Don't trust a sign stuck on a wall.
Put an ad in the Winonan to sell your books.

MONEY

MONEY

Cut this coupon out and bring it to the Winonan.
This is probably the best way to sell your books.
5000 papers instead of one or two signs hung up.

1

All we need to know to sell your book is...

Get some real cash for those books.
Name of Book

$1.00 TO RUN YOUR AD
PAY IN CASH PLEASE

Author
Price
Your Home Number
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Registration
Continued from page 1
puter has a record of all holds and will
not let a student register if he has a
hold on record.
To get rid of an immunization hold,
a student must show proof of immunization to the housing office, which
will then take the hold off the cornputer. If a student has any problems
getting proof, he should contact health
services.
"Proof" is a record of shots a student has had, Dixie Sokolik, health

"The health service is not quick to give
out temporary exemptions though."
Some students are still having
problems getting their immunization
records.
Julie Hinkle, advertising/psychology double major, just transferred here
from the University of Missouri. She
has been having a difficult time filling
out her immunization record, since all
of her records are in Missouri.
Hinkle said she saw signs saying
students need their immunization
records, but it didn't tell her exactly
what was needed.
"The health service wants just
about everything," Hinkle said. "You
need the day and year and must have

service coordinator, said. It doesn't
necessarily mean booster shots are
needed.
"Students can call home to get the
records," Laura Howard, employee
of the health services, said. 'They d on't
need a physician's signature."
If a student does need a booster
shot, he can go to the Winona Clinic.
The health service has run out of the
diphtheria/tetanus booster.
Exemptions have been made by
the health service in special circumstances.
"If a student is sick and can't get
shots or is having military records
sent, the health service will issue a
temporaryexemption," Howard said.

a physicians's signature. It's really
causing people problems."
Although Hinkle admits immunizations are necessary, she wishes the
university were more organized.
"If you want students to be organized, the university must be organized," she said.
At registration students have been
requesting improvements in the
immunization law as well as asking
the university to offer more classes.
"Until you are a sophomore, there
is only a vague chance of getting the
classes you want," Rubin said. "I had
to scrape for classes last quarter. For
what it's worth, you might as well
mass register."

Reciprocity
Continued from page 3
was critical of this figure, saying that
his office sent out approximately 30
letters to WSU students who are from
these states. These letters were to inform students from these areas who
may qualify for the program but might
not know of its existence.
He said to receive the lower tuition
rate students must be able to show
residency in one of the states involved.
He said for incoming freshmen that is
no problem because of their high
school transcript, but older students

may have trouble finding documentation.
Mootz said WSU will not be recruiting in the states involved because
of the expense. If students are interested in coming to WSU it will, "put a
feather in their basket," Mootz said.
Currently students from Alaska
make up the largest number of students attending WSU from the Western states involved in the exchange
program.
Anyone who is from the states involved and is interested in finding out
more about the program should contact either Mootz or Karen Kauphusman at 457-5100, or stop in the
admissions office, 106 Somsen Hall.

International Holiday
Bazaar and Food Fair
Oct. 30 and 31
9:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Featuring:
•Handcrafted items from around the world
at the Bazaar

Applying for a student loan can seem bewildering. That's why
Norwest has a group of student loan specialists. We're here to help
you make sense of it all; working with you to simplify the student
loan process. We know the real adventure begins when our work
is done.
Our lender code is 830258.

School should be an
adventure. Fin
money shouldn't.

• Ethnic sweets and treats at the Food Fair
Sponsored by WSU International Club

Student Loan Center
1-800-658-3567

Come to expect the best.

Pregnant
and afraid?
There is a friend who cares

Investments • Insurance • Banking

pirthri ght

NORWEST BANKS

:76 WINONA

452-2421

Norwest Bank Minnesota Southeast, N.A.

Equal Opportunity Lender

Member FDIC

free pregnancy test

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards in the world...Visa® and MasterCard®
credit cards..."in your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA@ and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for— ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAINMENTEMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTSHOTELS—MOTELS—CAS—CAR RENTALSREPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

AL SERV

ICES, INC.

I

°°

1
-ATTENTION WSU STUDENTS-.

I want VISA®/MASTERCARD® Credit

THESE ARE THE HOMECOMING

WINNING BUTTON NUMBERS

Cards. Enclosed find S15 which is 100% refundable if not
approved immediately.

1968 0863

I NAME
I

1369 477

ADDRESS
CITY

1237 78
11

STATE ZIP

I
I

SIGNATURE
NOTE MasterCard Is a registered trademark of MasterCard Internal tonal. Inc
- Visa Is a registered trademark of VISA USA_ Inc. and VISA International
Services Association.

Ap proval absolutely guaranteed so
GS: o!1AtikiStt°14C
096 1 ‘511411

2788 125

S.S.st

PHONE

No turn downs!
No credit checks!
No security deposit!

Gookoa`i''
co,• .

VF,s!

33022

STUDENT SERVICES,BOX 224026,HOLLYWOOD,FL

free confidential help

I

PICK UP YOUR PRIZES IN
THE STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE.
BEFORE NOVEMBER 1ST.

100% GUARANTEED!

:

MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY

ff
,043/1444e
5
, t/

11-1AILDVIS14
Oct 24-3 7

1/2 BARREL BEER
MEISTER BRAU
That's 200 10oz glasses of beer

FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS
A SUMMER STUDENT NURSING
EXPERIENCE AT MAYO FOUNDATION
HOSPITALS

call to reserve one

$ 24.95

Here is your opportunity to work at Mayo
Medical Center for the summer.

plus deposit plus tax
49 /V./Siding ,

California Crest Brandy - liter
Travelers Club Whiskey - liter
Siberian Ice Vodka - liter
Heaven Hill Gin - liter
Barnes & Jaymes Wine Coolers - 2-4 pak

W° c

*

$5.99
$5.99
$4.99
$5.49
$4.99

You are eligible for Summer III after your
junior year of a four year baccalaureate
nursing program. It includes experience on
medical and surgical nursing units or in
operating rooms.
Application Deadline:

BEER SPECIALS
Blatz regular & light 24-12oz cans
Old Milwaukee regular 24-16oz cans
Coors regular 12-12oz cans
Leinenkugel's Limited 6-12oz NR bottles

Summer III is a paid, supervised hospital work
experience at Saint Marys Hospital and
Rochester Methodist Hospital, both part of
Mayo Medical Center in Rochester,
Minnesota.

December 1, 1990

Benefits include:
• Hourly salary of $8.45
• Differentials of $.50/hour for evenings,
$.60/hour for nights
• Subsidized apartment living
• Orientation, tours, discussion groups

$6.69
$7.99
$3.99
$3.19

For more

Lounge Hours:
Monday 3 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Tuesday-Thursday 12 noon - 2 a.m.
Friday 12 noon - 2:30 a.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. - 2:30 a.m.
Sunday 8 a.m. - 2 a.m.

Phone (608) 687-6241

Liquor Store Hours:
8 a.m.

-

9 p.m. Everyday

Phone (608) 687-6231

ma o

information contact:
Mayo Medical Center
Nursing Recruitment
P.O. Box 6057
Rochester, Minnesota 55903-6057
1 800-247-8590
1-5,17-255-4314

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
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ward collectors find
hobby good for cash
)1c1 and new editions have worth
y STEVE RADEMACHER
'

inonan Staff

The baseball season is now over, but the
emories will be there for a long time. Who
mid forget Cecil Fielder's 50th and 51st home
ins on the last day of the season, or how about
ave Stewart's fourth consecutive 20 win seam?
The ageless wonder, Nolan Ryan, won't be
∎rgotten for his 6th no-hitter against Oakland
- his 300th career win against Milwaukee.
Brent Cory, a baseball enthusiast and cornunications major at Winona State University,
ill surely not forget these things since he has
pastime that's growing in popularity- baseill card collecting.
Baseball cards have been around as long as
iseball itself. In the summer of 1867 when the
-st organized baseball season started there
as not much popularity for the sport.
In 1879, when the first baseball card was
ailed out of a pack of cigarettes, the sport of
Iseball also took off.
Now, over 100 years later, baseball and base)all cards are more popular than ever. Both
tave changed dramatically in the past 40 years
lone. Baseball has seen the New York Yankees
;o from the top of the pile to the bottom and the
imerican League now has a designated hitter
DH) which means the pitcher won't bat.
Baseball cards are no longer found in toecco or Cracker Jack boxes, but in packs of
bout 17 cards with either a stick of gum or
nother miscellaneous item.
Cards also grew in size then turned around
nd shrunk a little to their now standard size.
'he biggest change for the two has been the
mount of money spent on players contracts
nd amount collectors will spend for their cards.
he average baseball player is getting about

"I love my cards, but I would
sell them to any willing buyer."
Brent Cory

$375,000 for six months of playing time while
the most expensive card of a present day player
is a 1968 Nolan Ryan valued at $1,200. Although Jose Canseco is the Most expensive player
ever, the 1911 Honus Wagner card is worth over
$100,000.
The reason for the unreal amount is because
cards used to be in cans of snuff at the time and
Honus was against all tobacco products and
wanted his card to extracted from the set. His
wish was granted but only after about a dozen
of his cards were already out.
The baseball card companies today concentrate on personal accomplishments of certain
players such as Fielder, Ryan, and Stewart. The
1991 cards, which are already on the test market
and will be available to the public around Christmas this year, will most likely show these three
player's special feats along with George Brett's
record batting title in his third decade as a
player.
"George Brett is my favorite player because
of the abilities he possesses in the sport, he's a
traditionalist when he plays the game and he's
a true 'leader' on the team," Cory said.
According to Beckett Baseball Card Monthly,
some of the more valuable rookie cards (first
year cards) of some veterans of today's game
are priced as follows: Robin Yount, $125; George
Brett, $125; Rickey Henderson, $175; Nolan
Ryan, $1200.

Deb Benedett/Whonan Staff

Baseball card collecting is a growing hobby, both in popularity and the amount of money involved.
Some prices of new players are just as high, but they are not
"proven" players: Jose Canseco, $125; Kirby Puckett, $180; Don
Mattingly, $90; Ryne Sandberg, $45.
Cory said, "My favorite card and most expensive cards happens to be the same card, 1984 Darryl Strawberry." That card
is valued at $27.
There are also cards of players that are no longer playing the
game and are either in the hall of fame or are expected to make
it someday: Mike Schmidt, $400; Roberto Clemente, $1050;
Hank Aaron, $1350; Mickey Mantle, $7500; Reggie Jackson,
$425..

Prof spends time at Akita
y PAM JOHNSON
inonan Staff

Some people have the opportunity
travel across the United States. Then,
sere are others who have the chance
travel abroad into exciting counies. One person who had the opporinity to travel to the other side of the
'orld was Jerry Gerlach, professor of
eography at Winona State Univerty.
Gerlach traveled to Japan as a parcipant in the Minnesota State Uniersity-Akita (MSU-A) program earer this year.
He spent approximately four
ionths (May until August), along
rith two other professors from St.
loud State University, teaching
asses to Japanese and American
:udents.
Gerlach was selected to teach in
pan because geography is widely
aught in many university programs.
le taught three courses of geograthy: cultural, physical and world
egional.
He said the Japanese want to learn

Jerry Gerlach
more about the American way of life
from the Americans and nott just from
books.
"You can understand more about
people at a personal level, not from a
book level," he said.

Gerlach was thrilled when he
learned he would be going to Japan.
"The chance to go to somewhere
else was ideal. I've always been fascinated with Japan," he said.
His main purpose in going, he said,
was to teach, participate and to build
relations with the Japanese.
The participants were provided
with faculty apartments i n Yuka Town,
which is located west of Akita. Although they were given free housing,
Gerlach said they were required to
lease furniture and pay for utilities.
When they weren't teaching
classes, Gerlach said they spent time
traveling and mixing themselves in
the different culture.
"We did get to go through Tokyo
and marvel at how the Japanese can
live there," Gerlach said.
During his time inJapan, he said he
ran across one or two Americans.
"There are virtually no Americans
in Northern Japan," he said.
,In an environment where English
is not a common language, Gerlach
relied on a phrase book, which he said
was not the easiest thing to use.
"Sometime we didn't get the food
we ordered because of the phrase

book," Gerlach said.
But, he admitted that he never
thought he could eat all these raw
things and really think they tasted
good.
Returning to the states was a culture shock, he said. "It was really different. There aren't any fat people
over there."
Gerlach added, now I know why
the Japanese outlive us, they eat foods
low in fat.
Though he began to miss his family and friends while in Japan, he said
the only negative part about it was
thatJapan is expensive, but added it's
remarkably clean.
"The only regret I have is that I
didn't take as many pictures as I would
have liked to," Gerlach said.
But he will have the opportunity to
take more pictures. He plans on returning in a few years.
"Having been there, you appreciate what Japan is really like. We can
learn a lot from the Japanese as they
have learned a lot from us," Gerlach
said.
Akita , considered a small town by
Japanese standards, is home to approximately 300,000 people.

.

"My favorite player was Carl Yastrzemski because he was a
'tough guy' that played for the team, notjust for himself," Cory said.
New players' cards can be worth as much as $2 for a Kevin Mass
when purchasing a pack of cards for just 50 cents.
Cory said that he owns about 1,200 cards for an estimated value
of $250, not bad considering he has about $50 or less invested in
them.
"I love my cards, but I would sell them to any willing buyer,"
Cory said.

Faculty art on display
By AMY GASTFIELD
Special to the Winonan
There is an art exhibit so alive
with colors that it is bouncing out
the doors of the Paul Watkins Gallery at Winona State University.
The exhibit which began Oct. 8,
features works of art by faculty members Paul Burmeister and Anne Scott
Plummer.
Showing at the gallery are works
of art in oil painting, mixed-media
drawings and ceramic sculptures.
Both of the artists' works explore
the use of color in their chosen medium.
Burmeister said his art work
involves his love of jazz music by expressing the music in oil paintings
and drawings of famous jazz musicians.
An example is a portrait of jazz
musician Roger Brotherhood. Burmeister said he incorporates the
sense of space he gets when listening to Brotherhood's music with
space in his painting.
Burmeister, a native of Winona,
said art became a hobby for him as

he was growing up since his mother
was a musician and his father had
artistic abilities.
He didn't have any formal art
training until he went to Winona State
where he earned a bachelor's degree.
He went on to receive two master's
degrees from the University Wisconsin-Madison.
Plummer, the other exhibitor, said
in her work of ceramic sculpture she
is trying to convey a joy of life, an appreciation of the world as it is and a
sense of humor.
Plummer said she shows the message in her work by the figures themselves that are cast from many ceramic molds and then assembled as
an entire peice.
Like Burmeister, she grew up
with art around her since her mother
was a painter.
She has a Bachelor of Fine Arts
from Rhode Island School of Design
and a Master of Fine Arts from
Claremont Graduate School in Claremont, Calif.
The exhibit will run through Oct.
30 and a reception, which is free to
the public, will be held Oct. 10, 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. at the gallery.

Soviet farmer finds
cultural similarities
By TAMMY STUART
Asst. Variety Editor

OnMonday Oct. 15 a farmer from
the Soviet Union Republic of Georgia
spoke to abou t 90 people in the Purple
Rooms at Winona State University
on topics ranging from farming to
politics.
George Aslanishvili, 26, came to
Minnesota in mid-August with the
help of the Communicating for Agriculture Exchange Program (CAEP)
and J. Paul Wayne, a representative
of Communicating for Agriculture.
Aslanishvili is staying with the
Arlan Henderson family in rural
Houston, Minn. He will be there until
he returns to the Soviet Union on the
first of February.
"This exchange program gives
host families the chance to broaden
their cultural horizons without having to leave the farm," Wayne said.
Aslanishvili, who occasionally
spoke to the audience through an
interpreter, lives in Tbilisi, Georgia,
a republic in the southern part of the
Soviet Union by the Black Sea with
his wife, Irena, and their two daugh-

ters, Nina and Hanna.
"Everything I do, I do for my family," Aslanishvili said, "I think that
people are the same. We have the same
problems. Like you, we want to live
better. It's the same in the Soviet Union, girl friends are thinking about their
boyfriends and the boyfriends are
thinkingabout football and a new car."
Aslanishvili hopes to take back to
his homeland some knowledge to
improve the lives of his friends and
neighbors at home.
"If I find a better way to do things
here and tell my people they will believe me," he said.
But Aslanishvili also hopes to contribute to the U.S. while he's here. "I
offer for my host family a way to
improve conditions for the "cows
through technology," he said.
According to Wayne, "They (the
Soviets) offer a strong cultural history, something that we don't have a
lot of here."
Steven Carswell, junior paralegal
major and student senate president,
agreed. "The Americans don't really
know that much about the Soviet
Union and now in a time where the

Soviets can come and speak it's important for Americans to hear firsthand information and learn about
their culture from an actual person
from the Soviet Union," he said.
Ann Burfeind, junior political science major, said, "I think that an
added bonus to the cultural experience was watching the exchange in
Russian and then hearing it interpreted."
Randal McDowell, sophomore political science major, found the
speaker interesting for a different
reason.
"I thought that it was interesting
to note the clear economic differences
of the different Republics in the Soviet Union as described by him," he
said.
Darrell Kyle, junior social science
major, echoed the feelings of Aslanishvili and Wayne. He said, "I think
it's a good experience for all those
involved because true understanding of another culture begins one
person at a time."

Deb Benedett/W1nonan Staff

George Aslanishvil compares farming in the Soviet Union, his home country, to farming in Minnesota.
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By STEVE DANUSER
Record reviewer

ti

Actors rehearse a scene from, "The Good Wtman
of Setzuan," during dress rehearsal Sunday night.

It's starting to get towards that time
of year when everyone starts making
out their Christmas lists and record
companies start doing everything in
their power to be right at the top of
them. You can always tell the holidays
are on the way by the sudden appearance of greatest hits packages from
every artist under the sun. Let me
spring a few names on you of recent or
upcoming "best of" collections: The
Go-Gos, The Motels, Public Image, Ltd.,
and Keith Whitley.
In recent years, however, record
companies have come up with an even
better method of securing your holiday spending money: the fabulous
box set. This dandy little format usually consists of several cassettes or
compact discs of rare or previously
unreleased material from an artist put
into a large, attractive box, with either
a lyric or biographical booklet thrown
in, selling for excessive amounts of
money. And you can get them from a
wide range of artists; everyone from
Eric Clapton to Muddy Waters to
Tommy Bolin has one on the market
(note that dead folks are very popular
in the box set industry. Look for one
from Stevie Ray Vaughn in the near
future).
But the big name that everyone has
been waiting for is the new Led Zeppelin set, titled The Definitive Collection.
In stores this week, this multi-volume
package consists of all of the historic

Tamberlain Jacobs/Winonan Staff
The play opens tonight at 8 p.m. in the Dorothy B.
Magnus Theatre.

Play opens for 7-day run
By SUSAN HENRY
Winonan Staff

The Good Woman of Setzuan, a
play by Bertolt Brecht, will be presented in the WSU Magnus Theatre
beginning on Wednesday, Oct. 24th
and continuing through Tuesday,
Oct. 30th. The play will begin at 8
p.m. and tickets are now on sale at
the box office. Prices for students,
faculty and staff are $2 and $3 for
general admission.

Brecht, an escaped Nazi, wrote the
play not for commercial use, but rather
for showings at colleges, universities
and for repertory theatre.
The play has a fairy tale basis with '
out the witches and spells, but what
happens is and can be real. The gods,
(played by Adam Herdon, Paul Kern
and Darcy Wennes) come down to
examine the conditions on Earth. The
gods are divided on what they see and
think they must change some rules
when they find only one good person
on Earth, Shen Te (played by Kim
Schultz). The gods behave unexpectantly and the cast must deal with

their behavior.
The play centers on the lives of the
people and keeps looking for the good
in all.
"The play has been an interesting
challenge," said Dr. David Bratt, who
is directing the play. He continued
by saying that " WSU has an active
theatre and I hope that many will
come to see wha t is being done. Many
students have never seen live theatre
and this is a chance to become aware
of it."

Movie Reviewer

This is a legitimate review of a
movie that is currently showing in the
cinema downtown. You're saying to
yourself, "Joel, can't be!!" Well this
last week the cinema started showing
Postcards from the Edge- a movie that I
talked about wanting to see, but since
it wasn't here I never saw it. I'm still
waiting for the arrival of Goodfellas,
Avalon, and of course Miller's Crossing.
Enough about movies that I would
like to see, and let's turn our attention
to the moviel finally did see: Postcards
from the Edge. No, it's not about U2's
guitarist writing letters, but it's about
a mother-daughter relationship, and
it stars Meryl Streep and Shirley

MacClaine.
Streep plays Suzanne Vale, an actress who's career is taking a dive
because of her drug problem. Shirley
MacClaine plays her mother, Dora
Mann, who is also an actress.
Suzanne overdoses and is taken to
the emergency room by Jack Faulkner,
played by Dennis Quaid, whom she
spent the night with.
After Suzanne comes out of rehab,
she learns thatproduction of the movie
she was working on was stopped because of her. With her credibilty shot,
the only work she can get is a B-movie,
where the budget is so tight that the
actors don't rehearse before a take.
But before she could even get that role
she had to agree to live with her mom.
Postcards shows us the difficulty
of having famous parents and trying
to live up to them, or at least their

stage presence. The movie shows the
fierce competitionbetweenStreep and
MacClaine. MacClaine lets her daughter do well, but never better than her.
MacClaine is also still trying to be a
mother to Streep. She wants to have
control of who she goes out with, who
her agent should be, and what movie
she should do. In the process, Streep's
agent runs off with money, the movie
she's in is a bust, and the man she goes
out with, Quaid, is a sleaze-ball. Well
mom knows best.
Postcards was written by Carrie
Fisher and appears to some to be semiautobiographical since Fisher's mom
is actress Debbi Reynolds, but she
swears it's fiction.
Postcards should be up for a slew of
Oscars in February, and it is a most
enjoyable movie. Do see it before it
goes away. ***1 /2
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band's albums re-mastered and mixed and Robert Johnson (both of whom,
by guitarist Jimmy Page. It seems the by the way, have box sets available),
original CD releases of the band's and even covers of "Battleship
material were incorrectly mixed, so Chains," originally by The Georgia
Jimmy has seen them restored to the Satellites, and "Raspberry Beret" by
brilliance they were intended to pos- none other than Prince. By all means
sess. Also included are a couple rare folks, check this one out.
Finally, for all you industrial manitracks, including one released only in
Europe and another that has never acs out there, be on the lookout for the
seen the light of day before. All in all, new album from demigods Skinny
it should be more than enough to Puppy, entitled Too Dark Park. It will
satiate the appetite of any hungry be in stores October 30, but I, being the
master of reviewing that I am, manZep head.
But, for those of you not into the aged to lay my hands on an advanced
Seventies' hard rock scene of bell copy (heh heh).
Suffice it to say that the album will
bottoms and love beads, there's still
plenty for you to be aware of. As fulfill every fan's dream, and may be
promised, Hindu Love Gods have Puppy's strongest effort so far. Rereleased their self-titled debut. If you turning to more of the synth-driven
recall my reference to them in a previ- sound of VIVI sect VI rather than the
ous column, you'll remember that guitar-heavy work of their last album,
their clever name is actually a pseudo- Rabies, vocalist Nivek Ogre and the
nym for R.E.M. members Peter Buck, boys never fail to pack a punch. The
Bill Berry, and Mike Mills, along with first single, "Tormentor," is in stores
now, and should prove powerful on
vocalist Warren Zevon.
Those of you up on your history the alternative dance floor. Other
will recall that this is not the first time favorite cuts include "Rash Reflecthese folks have worked together; you tion," "Nature's Revenge," "Morshould remember Zevon's classic 1987 pheus Laughing," and "Reclamation."
album Sentimental Hygiene. But this C'mon, with titles like these, how can
time out, instead of performing origi- you refuse? If you're into the indusnal songs, they have opted to have trial scene, make this part of your
some fun covering some old—and collection, and see the band on their
not so old—tunes set in a raunchy, U.S. tour, which opens October 30 in
garage-like sound that makes one Minneapolis. I'll see you there.
Well, that's it for this week. Geez,
think of greasy French fries and big
old American cars. You can tell the I can't believe I was writing about
boys really enjoyed making this rec- Christmas and "The Great Pumpkin"
hasn't even been on TV yet. Oh, well, _
ord.
Among the ten songs are blues gotta get back to making my list and
standards by the likes of Willie Dixon checking it twice. See ya.

'Jason' visits WSU
Friday the 13th fans mark your calendars.
Kane Hodder, who played the indestructable Jason Voorhees in Friday the 13th, Part VII: The New Blood, will be appearing in Somsen Auditorium, Thursday Nov.1 at 7:30 p.m.
Hodder, who tours for two weeks annually around Halloween time,
will talk about his part as Jason in Friday the 13th as well as his work
as a movie and TV stuntman.
A California native, Hodder got his start in the business coordinating and performing stunts for the soap opera Days of Our Lives. He
flipped cars, dangled from helicopters and fell five stories for the popular daytime drama.
Hodder continued to do stunt work for an array of TV shows and
movies, such as The Dukes of Hazzard, American Ninja II, The Incredible Hulk, and Volunteers before he got his "big break" as Jason on Friday the 13th Part VII.
In a press release Hodder said he would play the role again if the
movie sequence continues.
"I love doing horror movies because they're always full of
action,"Hodder said in the release.
Hodder is currently working on stunts for the movie Deep Six.
The Nov. 1 appearance is free.

Fisher flick a must see
By JOEL HESS
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Kane Hodder

CALL DOMINO'S
FOR THESE
GREAT SAVINGS.

.

Wenonah Players

U)
O

4

2N

President: Chris Johnson

[S.

Club Purpose: The purpose of Wenonah Players is to allow members
interested in theater the practical experience required to attain work after
graduation

0N
0 Cl.

ITS TIME FOR DOMINO'S P17]A. ®
So. LaCrosT/UWL

Winona

788-3030

Club Activities: Wenonah Players activities center around producing
shows put on by the Communication Theater Arts department. Producing
includes acting, building sets, working lighting, etc,

Hours:

454-3030

Sun.-Thurs. 4pm- lam
Fri. & Sat. 4pm-tam

Mon.-Wed. 4pm-lam
Thurs.- Sat. 4pm-2am
Sunday 4pm-12am

Club Size: About 40 members currently make up Wenonah Players

Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving. ©1990 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

How to join: Students can join the club by attending meetings on
Tuesdays at 4 p.m. in the Green Room of the Peforming Arts Center.

Mil MN MI NM Mill =II

Dominator

Chris Johnson

$2,.00 Off

S4.99
Get a 10" one topping pizza plus one
can of Coca-Cola® classic or diet Coke®
for only $4.99.

Get $2.00 off ANY 14" pizza.

I

I

0
0

2N

3

• Expires: Nov. 30 1990 1

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer Prices may vary.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas limited to ensure sale driving.
Our drivers carry less than 520 00. Our drivers are not penalized for late delwenes:

0.1t1

06

$5.99

I
I
I

Get a medium one topping pizza plus 2 cans of
Coca-Cola® classic or diet Coke®
for only $5.99.
0

a

Ss

• Expires: N ov. 30 1990

, Valid at participating stores only Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary.
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1

— MI 111

Service Guarantee

1 If your pizza does not arrive within 30 1

minutes from the time you order, the
II driv
er will refund $3.00 off your order. No I
I
coupon necessary
I
I
,
I
b
.

I

I

Customer pays sales tax where applicable Delivery areas limited to ensure sale driving.
Our dnvers carry less than $20 00 Our drivers are not penalized br late deliveries
milm
MN M. NM — INN MI

I

carry less than $20 00 Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries

— NNE 11.•

Roommate Special

ExPiresNoy. 301990'

I Valid at parhapating stores only Not valid with any other offer Pnces may vary. Customer
pays sales lax where applicable Delivery areas limited to ensure sale dnving. Our drivers
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0
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STOCK-UP
FOR WINTER
TANNING
SPECIALS
Buy one tanning package at
regular price and get the 2nd
package for 1/2 price!
454-4516
279 E. Third

Hair Design a! Its Rig/

par-Inn

Exp. Oct. 31, 1990

THE DOG SHACK

NEW THIS YEAR

‘s,

NOW FEATURING

CONTINUOUS
SPECIAL!!

$2,00

* Hot Dog
*Eris
* Smell Drink

•.,z1'i •
" •

in cln din g
t a x

575 Huff 454-1110

Three new ways to survive college.
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7he Macintath l hi

The Macintosh Clap.c.

With Apple's introduction of three new
Macintosh' computers, meeting the challenges of college
life just got a whole lot easier. Because now, everybody
can afford a Macintosh.
The Macintosh Classic' is our most affordable
model, yet it comes with everything you need—including
a hard disk drive.The Macintosh LC combines color
capabilities with affordability. And the Macintosh Hsi is
perfect for students who need a computer with extra
power and expandability.
No matter which Macintosh you choose, you'll
have a computer that lightens your work load without

giving you another tough subject to learn. Every Macintosh
computer is easy to set up and even easier to master. And
when you've learned one program, you're well on your
way to learning them all. That's because thousands of
available programs all work in the same, consistent manner.
You can even share information with someone who uses a
different type of computer—thanks to Apple's versatile
SuperDrive7 which reads from and writes to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple' II floppy disks.
See the new Macintosh computers for yourself,
and find out how surviving college just got a whole lot
easier.

For all of your computer needs

visit Somsen Hall Room 207
or call 457-5545

lg.

The power to be your best""

V;.. 1990 Apple Computer, Inc Apple. the Apple logo. and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc SuperOrive and The power to be your best" are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer. Inc.
MS-DOS Is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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orts
Bergner
takes title
at NIC meet
By TRISH CATHER
Winonan Staff
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Spikers keep rolling along
Volleyball team has won 15 of their last 16 matches
By TONY TORTORELLO
Asst. Sports Editor

The Winona State University
women's volleyball team is on a winning streak, and there was no letdown
as the Warriors won the Augsburg/
St. Thomas Tourney over the weekend.
WSU won four matches this past
weekend to boost their overall record
to 26-8, and their record in Northern
Sun Conference remains at 7-4. They
have now won 15 of their last 16
matches.
On Oct. 19, Augsburg College was
the first victim as the Warriors defeated them in three games 15-5, 15-8,
15-5. Then they handled the University of Wisconsin-Parkside in four
games, 15-6, 16-18, 15-3,15-10.

The next day WSU defeated the
College of St. Catherine in three
straight games, 15-8, 15-6,15-11. In the
championship match, WSU went up
against NSC rival Moorhead State
University. The Dragons had already
defeated the Warriors twice in NSC
play this year.
In the first game, WSU had a slow
start with two serving and passing
errors each and seven kill errors. Momentum picked up and the Warriors
won the next two games 15-1, 15-3. In
those two games WSU had a total of
five errors.
Inthe fourth game,WSU's passing
errors hurt them the most as they
dropped the game 14-16. The fifth
and decisive game was scored on the
rally scoring system. This is where
every point counts, and a team can

gain a point on defense. WSU won the
game 15-13 and also took the match
from the Dragons.
"It was nice to avenge our two
earlier losses to Moorhead," coach
Lavonne Fiereck said. "Using the rally
system in the fifth game made it a nail
biter. We had a chance to win the
fourth game when we were ahead 1411, but we could not quite get the job
done. Cindy Penheiter played a very
consistent floor gameboth offensively
and defensively."
Sue Brennan agrees with Fiereck.
"We proved to Moorhead we're a
good volleyball team, it was a big
team effort this weekend."
Penheiter had 46 kills, 57 digs, 7 ace
serves and 3 block assists at the tourney.
"I did pretty good this weekend in

all facets of the game, especially digging," Penheiter said.
Sherry Miller led the Warriors in
assists with a two-day total of 177. Sue
Brennan, who was the NSC player of
the week a week ago, posted a .440
hitting percentage on 74 kills. At the
tourney Brennan recorded 71 kills and
41 digs and Janet Wappes had 11
blocks.
With two matches left, WSU is
taking one game at a time.
"There are no more tournaments,
and the team is focusing on Bemidji
State," Fiereck said. "Each match is a
builder for the playoffs."
The Warriors will host Bemidji State
for their last NSC match of the season
on Friday at 7 p.m.

(24th, 28:43) and Mitch Elvebak (31st,
29:07).
"The team ran well, and districts
look pretty bright for us right now,"

This past Saturday, Winona State
University senior Wade Bergner won
the Northern Intercollegiate Confer- `Brent Gale said.
ence individual championship at
Aberdeen, S.D. and led the Warriors
to a second-place finish.
The Warriors came in second with
a total of 72 points.
Moorhead State won the meet with
26 points. The Dragons were ranked
15th in the nation coming into the
meet. University of Minnesota-Duluth
was third with 84, Bemidji State was
fourth with 85, Northern State was
fifth with 134 and Southwest State
finished sixth with149 points.
"Considering that we had to run in
cold and windy conditions, Wade's
time was just outstanding," WSU head
coach Daryl Henderson said.
Bergner covered the 8,000-meter
course in a time of 25:45. This is the
first time in his career to be an All-NIC
runner and champion. Last season
Bergner red-shirted.
Wade Bergner
Lou Heidenreich won the NIC meet
last year for the Warriors and Bergner
Marc Moore said it was a successcarried it out for the second consecuful outing for the Warriors.
tive time.
"This brought the team closer toBergner said,"I was happy to win a
gether, and we knew where we wanted
big one like conference."
to place and we did it," Marc Moore
The next best finisher for the Warsaid. "It was really a successful trip."
riors was Marc Moore, who placed
The Warriors have a week off to
14th with a time of 28:01. Other Warprepare for the NAIA District 13 chamrior finishers were Andy Bilicki (16th,
pionships on Nov. 3 in Moorhead,
28:08), Bryan Le Monds (20th, 28:22),
Minn.
Steve Maze (21st, 28:23) Brent Gale

Tolbert leads women's
cross country team
By TONY TORTORELLO
Asst. Sports Editor

It was a disappointing weekend for the Winona State University women's
cross country team as they placed fifth at the Northern Sun Conference
Championships in Aberdeen, S. D.
The Warriors finished with 102 points, and Lisa Tolbert led WSU with a
19:34 finish placing 10th individually and earned all Northern Sun Conference honors.
"I'm very happy with the time and honor considering the weather conditions," Tolbert said.
Jayne Dusich of BSU was the individual champion in 18:33.
Other WSU finishers were Kendra Larson (18th, 20:22), Cheryl Costello
(23rd, 20:38), Missy Worner (26th, 21:00), Carla Weller (32nd, 21:21), Melissa
Aspen (40th, 22:02 ) and Karin Olson (44th, 26:02).
Larson was surpiised with her time but disappointed with the place of the
team.
"As a team we have to become more competitive and focus on passing

See Cross Country, page 12

Football team loses another one
WSU drops to 0-3 in the NIC
By JONATHAN MAZE
Winonan Staff

If the NCA A could come up with a
new rule, especially for the Winona
State University football team that
would eliminate the first half of every
I game, it could help out the Warrior
footbalt team.
For the second straight week the
Warriors improved their play, yet
critical turnovers and costly penalties
prevented them from digging themselves out of the hole they dug as the
Warriors fell to the University of
Minnesota-Morris 26-12 Saturday at
Maxwell Field.
The loss dropped the Warriors to
0-3 in the Northern Intercollegiate
Conference and 0-7 overall. The Cou/4
gars upped their record to 1-3 in the
7%
'''; M%f
NIC and 2-5 overall.
"They pretty much dominated play
7,
/ 7
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in the first half," Warriors' head coach
Tom Hosier said. "We are not a good
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The second half was a different
story as the Warriors had 13 first
*
Rob H. Sklenar/Whonan Staff downs and 209 total yards.
However, the Warriors still weren't
Defensive back Chris Ross was penalized for
last Saturday's football game. The Warriors were
holding U of M-Morris tight end Brian Allen during
defeated 26-12.
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able to fix their meager running game Bryan Schroeder and returned to the
as 177 of those yards came through Cougar 30-yard line.
From there Mitchell worked
the air.
WSU had a chance to tie the game quickly with a 23-yard pass to Schuearly in the fourth quarter as they macher and then a 7-yard touchdown
drove the ball to the Cougar 32-yard
strike to tight end Chris Roe. The extra
line, but a pass that was intended for point attempt was blocked to keep the
Dan Schumacher was intercepted by score 16-6.
Cougar safety Terry Osterman.
On their next series, the Cougars
The Cougars then scored on the drove 65 yards to the Warrior 15-yard
following possession, killing any line where Beyer hit a 30-yard field
hopes of a Warrior victory.
goal to make the score 19-6.
The defense played well in the first
The Warriors answered back on
quarter, rendering the Cougars score- their next possession, driving 69 yards
less. However the defense fell apart and scoring on a 24-yard touchdown
somewhat in the second quarter as the pass from Mitchell to Schumacher to
Warriors gave up 16 unanswered
make the score 19-12.
points on three consecutive possesAgain, the extra point attempt was
sions in the second quarter.
blocked.
The Cougars opened the scoring
Following Mitchell's interception,
on a 55-yard drive that ended with a 1- the Cougars finished the Warriors off
yard run by Cougar runningback Marc with an 80-yard drive, all running
Messer to make the score 7-0.
plays, and scoring on a 1-yard run by
On their following possession, the running back Shawn Kirkeide to make
Cougars made the score 10-0 with a the final 26-12.
29-yard field goal by Jerry Beyer after
"We haven't been able to put our
a 39-yard drive to the Warrior 14.
offense and defense together and once
After a Warrior punt, Cougar run- we do that we will be able to comning back Kelly Loven made the score
pete," defensive tackle Wayne Wicka
16-0 with an 18-yard run that finished
said.
As to the improved play by the
off a 57-yard drive.
The fans that stayed at the game offense in the second half, Mitchell
after halftime were treated to some said, "We came up with audibles to
better football in the second half.
cover their weak spots."
On the Cougars' first possession of
"I had a bad day," Mitchell said.
"I'm very disappointed."
the second half, quarterback Rod
Leman threw a pass that was interThe Warriors play at Northern State
cepted by Warrior's defensive back this Saturday.
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Bowling teams beat
Southwest State

Detroit is the team
to beat in the NBA
Yes folks, it's that time of year
reryone loves so much. It's hoops
!ason!
Just when you thought it was safe
■ turn on the television, you are asiulted with Michael Jordan slamming
okes into a trechouse, Patrick Ewing
-id Dominick Wilkins ready to beat
iah Thomas over a Minute Maid,
ad still yet another "Mr. Robinson's
leighborhood." (Can you say "get off
ty television?")
But when these gentlemen aren't
itching pops, shoes or Big Macs, they
ave a job to do on the hardwood, and
icy do it pretty well. Let's break
own the divisions and figure out
iho will emerge victorious for the
pcoming season.
Starting with the Central Division
;eography forces me), there are at
?ast two title contenders. Being from
le Great Lakes State, my heart is with
>ctroit. They have the experience,
dent, and the luck that is needed to
fin again. But look out for Chicago.
'hey too have experience in post-seaan play. They have choked when
laying Detroit a couple of times, but
~ isyearmightbedifferent.I say might
ecause I still like the Pistons this year
) win the Eastern Conference.

Moving cast, the Atlantic Division
should be as exciting as ever. This
however, is not saying much. Boston
is aging rapidly. New Jersey finally
got a good player (Derrick Coleman).
But time is needed for them. New
York is highly overrated, and Philadelphia has the "mouth of the north"
in Charles Barkley. This division plus

The ball
is in your
court
By Pat Barkley
Guest Commentary
a token might get you on a subway.
But look for Philly to do it again.
Now the Midwest, or as I like to
call it "the vacuum."
Talented players abound in this

substitute in after each game.
i
The women's team had a total score
of 2, 755 to Southwest State's 2, 198.

By JIM ANDERSON
Sports Editor

division, but it seems no winners ever
emerge.
Denver and Utah seem to be "farm"
teams for the rest of the league. Dallas,
who used to be good, is now observing the yo-yo record. San Antonio was
a huge surprise to everyone last year,
and should have no problems again
this year. Look for them in the Midwest.
And finally, the Pacific Division.
Portland did very well last year,
making it to the finals. They have
experience, and not to mention a tremendous amount of size. They will be
tough, but I think the team that will
give them a run is the Phoenix Suns.
Kevin Johnson and Dan Majerle are
two young players who are almost too
exciting to watch. Tom Chambers is a
threat both inside and outside. And
they do have a deep bench. I like
Phoenix to represent the Western Conference this year in the finals. (Sorry
Lakers, but with no coach, old players, and an anemic bench how do you
expect to win?)
So, who wins it all? In Las Vegas,
the smart money is with Detroit. In
Winona, it might be someone else. But
I'm curious if Mr. Robinson can say
"Three-peat!"

The Winona State bowling teams
got off to a good start on Oct. 6 as both
the men's and women's teams defeated Southwest State University.
"It was their Homecoming and we
came out and did real well," bowling
coach Joe Reed said. "The girls did
real well and our men's team is much
improved from last year."
The women's team crushed Southwest State 38-2 while the men won 29
1/2- 10 1/2.
The scoring system is based on one

point for each individual win and four
points for a team win. The game consist, of four games and players can

George E. Stelluto, Music Director

Season's Opening Concert

HAYDN - SYMPHONY #1 in D
SCHUBERT - UNFINISHED SYMPHONY
BEETHOVEN - SYMPHONY #8 in F

Submissions may be dropped off in the Winonan Office before Friday at noon prior to the next
publication. Names must accompany submission, The Winonan reserves in-align-I io edit submissions for contentOarliy CI nd space. Commentaries will run In order received.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 28 4:00 PM
PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
WSU

all.
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TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR
$5.00 ADULTS $3.00 STUDENTS
or by calling
457-5250 (WSU) or 452-2712 (HARDT'S MUSIC)
reservations and season tickets available at these numbers

e buy;:pyei#ock.c.: 04.: :0!
.

Continued from page 11
runners towards the finish instead at
the midway point of the race," she
said.
Moorhead State University edged
University of Minnesota-Duluth for
the team title 43-46. Northern State
University had 76, Bemidji State University had 95, and Southwest State
University was incomplete.
Coach Marge Moravec said, "Our
times were comparable to what we
have been running all year long. I
really expected us to be higher in the
team standings, but we did as good a
job as we were able to do today.
Assistant coach Beth Howe said
WSU is working on being more aggressive for the district meet.
The Warriors have the week off
before the NAIA District 13, which
takes place Nov. 3, and will be hosted
by Moorhead State.

WINONA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

The Winonan welcomes all guest commentaries.

U

Annette Zimmerman led the team
with a four-game series of 591. Other
scores were Ka rlyn Knautz (588),
Danielle Cowan (548) and Jeri Sisk
(541).
The men's team won 3, 505-3, 291.
They were led by Tracy Schones,
who had a four-game series of 723.
Rob Allemann added a series of 713.
Chris Shamrock had a 537 three-game
series while Steve Edgerton had a 536
series.
WSU travels to the University of
Minnesota-Duluth for a game this
Saturday.

Cross Country

•:id4irigSt 6:158Ou!

M-F 9-8; Sat. 9-5; Sunday 11-5
Downtown La Crosse • (608) 785-0777

Downtown Winona (507)452-0181

Do it wit h
your
spare
change...at Dutchman's

YOU
•Makes the Down Payment •
•Guarantees Delivery
By Christmas.

Down

Open 7 days a week

lunch menu

12 noon

Sunday

_pa

ChristmasWitt'`---__-_ ______ ______ _______
_____

•
Check out our new

•

Let s Make Your

Open 6:30 am - 9:30 pm
450 E. 7th (Next to Bloedow's)

FOOD & DRINK

• Select Your Purchase•
• Redeem Coupon•
• Pay no More until Mar. 1991

LAND-O-DREAMS

coin laundry

• Save with doubleload washers 510
• Save with efficient
dryers 100 & 25C

•

•

•

OREAM

,,
,

•

1

1

BUCKS

1
■
1
1
1
1

ONE
PER
HOUSEHOLD

i \
1 '
■

.
■
■

--\:‘,-,

•

,----..-et.-.:,,.
i

■

;1—\., t..4 ‘1

■
1
1
t
t
t
t
1

DOES NOT APPLY TO PREVIOUS
, - ,.,--,
SALES OR LAYAWAY
_

Limit one coupon per purchase.

■

Tuesday

•
I
I
1
1
1

l'.k, ,,-;_..__

1\

Old Milwaukee Night
Study Break—Happy Hour Prices
11 p.m. to close

i%
1
1

RES
EXPIRES
WEDNESDAY,
OCT. 31, 1990

■

Monday

•

,

1
1
I
I
1

Happy Hour Prices
For The Football Game

______ ______ ----------------

•

t

C1
.

•

I

Mixed Drinks By The Pitcher
8 p.m. to close
Study Break—Happy Hour Prices
11 p.m. to close

& Mattresses

Wednesday
Tap Beer, 8 p.m. to close $1.00 Cover

-

•

Thursday

Coin Night, $3.00 Cover

Friday
Double Happy Hour
3 p.m. to 8 p.m. and 11 p.m. to close
Free Hors d'oeuvres 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Saturday
Progressive Pitchers
Noon to 3 p.m.

BE SURE TO PLAN FOR BANGER'S
HALLOWEEN

PARTYIIIIIIII

You must be 21 years old and show a VALID I.D.

to purchase alcohol at BANGERS .
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.

•

•

•
•

Grfitt,cSwzlieavn
TEMPERATURE CONTROL

nte40€4
Bedrooms

Zetsfee-

90
VISA

Crt

•

Days
Same as
Cash!
O.A.C.

• • •

122 East 3rd St., Winona, MN • 452-2621
Open M-W 10 - 6; Thurs. 10 - 8; Fri. 10 - 6; Sat. 9-5

•

• • •

•

•

•

D
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NOW'S YOUR
TIME TO SHINE!

I drew a blank this week
This week I had a tough time deciding what to write about for my
weekly column. Even though I've had
a few weeks off, I really couldn't think
of a lot to say.
Oh, sure I could rip on the Vikings,
13ears or the Packers. I wanted to do
this, but for three reasons I really
couldn't.
First of all, the Vikings are just
plain bad and everything has already
been written about them anyway.
Second of all, I dislike the Bears (and
for that matter most Bears' fans in
general) too much to be able to be put
on paper without using a few choice
explicit words. I couldn't rip on the
"Pack" because my roommate Glen
(Reg) about said it all after the Tampa
Bay game two weeks ago.
I could reiterate what Johnny Wilkins (dork) wrote about Winona State

University football games from last
week's column. I thought about doing
that one, but I just couldn't bear to
agree with Johnnycn anything, so that
idea was also shot down.
Another idea I thought of was
writing about duck hunting, but then
this guy named Mark (aay!!!) Blong
persuaded me not to do that either,
though the idea of ripping on duck
hunters was tempting.
I did think about doing something
on the sport of fishing, but I had second thoughts.
First of all, what I know about
fishing wouldn't take up more than
about two or three sentences. Second,
I've never fished before in my life, so
it probably wouldn't be a good idea to
write about something I have no
knowledge of.
The World Series just finished this

week with the Cincinnati Reds sweeping the Oakland Athletics.
For the first time in a few years, I
actually watched the World Series and
the playoffs. Both teams have a lot of
talent and deserved to be in the Series.
I was glad to see Cincinnati win because they have been close to winning
the division so many times and deserved to win the title.
Isn't it ironic that Cincinnati wins
the World Series the year after Pete
Rose gets banned from baseball_?
I didn't really want to write a column about the World Series because
I'm sick of baseball. Baseball gets sickening after 162 games, plus the playoffs and the World Series.
I could have ripped on the Twins
and the Brewers for their awesome
display of how not to play baseball,
but after having watched both teams

play 162 games, I would rather watch
grass grow than actually write something positive about either team.
I could havewrittenabout golf, but
golf season is over and I would rather
not discuss how I tried to attempt to
play the game this year.
It was an interesting year to say the
least, but I did almost get a hole-inone a couple of weeks ago. That may
have been about my only highlight of
the golfing season.
I could write about NBA basketball or college basketball, but hey, I'm
not ready to think about basketball
season yet. Besides the guest column
this week is about basketball.
I really couldn't think of a lot to say
this week, so I decided to write about
all the topics I could have written
about. Hopefully next week my mind
will be better prepared-

*

The Winonan
sports section
is looking for
sports
enthusiasts to
put their two
cents in and
write a
column!

If you have a topic to write about or just
want to see your name in print, call the
Winonan office at 457-5119 or stop in
(Lower Hyphen of Kryzsko Commons) and
leave your ideas in the "letters to the editor"
basket.

SHOW 'Efil WHERE YOU STAND

WINONA'S ORIGINAL

PIZZA BUFFET!
EVERY MONDAY AND TUESDAY EVENING
FROM 4:30 - 8:30. ENJOY ALL THE
PIZZA , PASTA, SALAD BAR, GARLIC
BREAD, AND SODA POP AND WATCH
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL.
. "1

SENATOR MORSE IS A POWERFUL VOICE
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY:
▪ Senator Morse sponsored the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act, the
most comprehensive groundwater law in the nation, focusing on
prevention, education, monitoring and cleanup.

THE ORIGINAL PIZZA BUFFET
FOR JUST
$ 4.29 PLUS TAX
YOUR ENTIRE GROUP CAN
ENJOY FOR JUST $4.29 EACH
WITH THIS COUPON
EXPIRES 11-30-90

• Senator Morse coauthored the Petrofund Bill, levying a fee on
petroleum wholesalers to clean up leaks from petrolem product storage
tanks.
▪ Senator Morse supported the creation of the Environmental Trust
Fund, approved as a constitutinal amendment in 1988, which will support
conservation and environmental protection far onto the future.
•• Senator Morse coauthored the bill which provides $200,000 over two
years to promote ethanol and an extension until 2000 of the 20 cents per
gallon producer subsity.
▪ Senator Morse served on the Select Committe on Recycling and the
Environment, which devloped the 1989 recycling bill to reduce solid
waste.
•• Senator Morse authored the bill initiating a state regulation program
for low-level radioactive waste.

STEVE MORSE: HIS VOTE IS OUR VOICE FOR THE HEALTH
OF THE ENVIRONMENT NOW AND IN THE FUTURE
Prepared and paid for by the Senator Morse Volunteer Committee: Box 805, Winona,

MN. Everett Rowekamp, Treasurer

lassifieds
Addressers wanted immediately!
No experience necessary.
Excellent payl Work at home.
Call toll-free: 1-800-395-3283
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent
income to assemble products
from your home. 504-646-1700
DEPT. p6728
SPARE TIME BUSINESS that
can make you rich. Free details:
JAB Business Research, Dept.
BODS2966 State Rd95, Fountain City, WI 54629-7500

ATTENTION REGISTERED
NURSES

Would you like to supplement
your income by working parttime? Sauer Memorial Home has
an opening for a part-time RN to
work every other weekend on
the 7-3 shift. Additional hours
are also available. This position
offers part-time benefits including paid vacations, holidays, sick
leave, and free meals. If you are
interested, please contact Barb
Fratzke at (507) 454-5540 or
apply to Sauer Memorial Home,
1635 Service Drive, Winona, MN
55987.
An EEO/AA Employer

NANNIES NEEDED
Well known agency has the
perfect job for you in Connecticut. Loving families, top salaries,
room and board, air fare paid.
CARE FOR KIDS, Dept. W PO
Box 27 Rowayton, CT 06853,
(203) 852-8111.

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1000

IN
JUST
ONE
WEEK.

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

Plus a chance at $5000 more!
This program works!
No investment needed.

Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext, 50

SERVICES

Professional Papers, Inc.
/ 1,000'S Research Papers On-File!
Custom Writing A lso!!! (Ruch s,r,ice)
Send $2.00 or Call For A Catalogue.
MC • VISA • AMEX • ♦ 1 800 447 2431
-

-

-

10835 Santa Monica Blvd. (4201)W. Los An.cles, CA 90025

RESEARCH PAPERS
19,278 to choose from — all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Toll Free
Hot Line

800-351-0222
in Calif. (2131477-8226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance

11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels

Don't wait until THE SNOW flies
to get those skis ready for the
slopes. 10 yrs. exp. Pick up &
delivery. Hot wax sharpen other
specialty. Call Quality Ski Tune
452-0096.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE

Nintendo Game System
$60/Best Offer. Game: Super
Mario III $40. Call Denise @
452-6063.

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS
to students or organizations
promoting our Spring Break
packages. Good Pay & Fun. Call
Campus Marketing 1-800-4235264.
Best Fundraiser On-Campus!
Looking for a fraternity, sorority
or student organization that
would like to earn $500-$1,000
for a one week on-campus
marketing project. Must be
organized and hardworking.
Ashley/Jeanine (800) 592-2121.

3 BR APT available for occupancy anytime between Nov. 1 &
Dec. 1. One block from WSU,
Cert. for 5. Tenants pay
electric. Price & length of lease
negotiable. Call Rich 452-8710
from 7am-3pm or 452-1419 after
9pm.

MISCELLANEOUS
SPRING BREAK 1991 - Individ-

ual or student organization
needed to promote Spring Break
trip. Earn money, free trips and
valuable work experience. CALL
NOW!! Inter-Campus Programs:
1-800-327-6013.

DZG's & D-PI-PHI-E's. Thanks
for coming to the lodge. It was a
great time. Don't forget about
Thur.! Here we go again!
Fraternally, The Beta Pledge
Class of PI LAMBDA PHI.
Happy Moving, Mom & Dad!
Keep the couch warm for me.
Love, Becky

2ND AND JOHNSON; ACROSS FROM MINGLES
FAST HOT DELIVERY 454-3403
-- WE DELIVER -PIZZA • SUBS • CHARGRILLED BURGERS •
CHICKEN FILETS • CHICKEN • SHRIMP •
APPETIZERS • PASTA • SALADS •

Jayno & Ann, baby

This is the STAFF FROM HELL
CHECKING UP ON THOSE
WITH REAL JOBS! If you claim
to read this rag, you'll give a call
so we can set a time to get
together (Possibly MNA?)
Love, Glenner and the rest of the
gang.
Shawn: The reason it is still a
dry year is because you keep
striking out.

WINONAN
CLASSIFIED
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Midtown
oods
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BONELESS

TOP SIRLOIN STEAK

"Winona's Largest Local
Locally Owned Super Market"
126 East

Street

7 a.m. to 10 p.m. - 7 Days A Week

„Nttogra,

"WE'RE YOUR
CENTER FOR”

Daily

+v

Ww. Wow

1..66

PRICES GOOD THROUGH TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1990

BONELESS

PORK SHOULDER PORK SHOULDER
ROAST
STEAK

HORMEL

PORK COUNTRY
STYLE RIBS

WRANGLERS
REG., BEEF, CHEESE

LB.
1 29

LB.
$11 39

ALASKAN POLLOCK
FILLETS

FRESH FROM OUR DELI

4Hormel
FRESH FROM OUR BAKERY

callude/41,

30'

DANISH
DONUTS EACH
BUTTER &
EGG ROLLS DOZ 1

A!..- V,
/•

KEY ROASTC

95% LEAN
JENNIE-0

TURKEY PAN ROAST
WHITE 320Z.
MIXED 32 OZ

*2 99
*2 79

ROAST
BEEF
HARD
SALAMI

ASSORTED CARL BUDDING

LUNCH MEATS

2.99'

TOASTING
rING

BREAD

AJAX LIQUID LAUNDRY
DETERGENT

29

CI C

16 0A.• 1110

IGA BRAND TRUCKLOAD SALE
VEGETABLES

PEAS, CR. CORN, CORN, •
CUT GR. BEANS, FR. BEANS,
MIXED PEAS
$ 1 49 48 OZ
wSagfIr.

WHEATIES

LIBBY'S PUMPKIN

59'160Z.

CARNATION
CANNED MILK

1004 I
BUY ONE BOX OF 18 OZ. I
WHEATIES AT REGULAR
PRICE AND GET ONE
I

FREE!

IGA
BATH TISSUE
4 ROLL

69

2/$1 01920Z
NESTLE'S SEMI-SWEET
CHOCOLATE CHIPS OR
BUTTERSCOTCH

CATSUP

WHITE OR ASSORTED

79'32.

LIMIT 6

IGA

APPLE SAUCE
REG OR NATURAL

Good only at Midtown Foods. Expires 10.30.90

FRESH PRODUCE SAVINGS

990
490
890

FROZEN AND DAIRY SPECIALS
TOTINOS

PARTY PIZZA

RED DELICIOUS
OR GRANNY
SMITH

SAUSAGE, PEPPERONI, COMBINATION
LYNDEN FARMS

SHOESTRING
POTATOES

APPLES

NEW CROP
CALIFORNIA

PINEAPPLE

NAVEL ORANGES

PINEAPPLE/ORANGEIGUAVAIPINEAPPLEI
ORANGEIBANANAIPINEAPPLEIPASSIONIBANANA

SALDED-IN-THE-SHELL

BULK PEANUTS

LB

3159
LB
YELLOW ONIONS
59 0
CUCUMBERS

3

EA

LIMIT 1
WITH COUPON

WITHOUT COUPON 99C
WITH COUPON ON THE RIGHT

0 LIMIT 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER. GOOD ONLY AT MIDTOWN FOODS. EXPIRES 10130190

I
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.
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